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Abstract  
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This essay analysed how gender is established in students’ texts. The aim of the study was to 

find out if the students in a class in an upper secondary school were able to produce texts 

where female and male subjects were not influenced by prevailing gender roles. The analysis 

was based on Halliday’s Functional Grammar Theory. Furthermore, the results are 

interpreted in the light of the guidelines of the Curriculum and the Education Act. To fulfil 

the aim of this essay 32 texts were analysed from the extra linguistic factor of gender. 

 The linguistic factors examined were verbs (dynamic/stative, 

transitive/intransitive), if the subjects function as actors or not were the factors used to 

establish if there is a difference between how females and males are represented in the 

texts. Furthermore the use of adjectives, nouns and predicatives modifying the grammatical 

subjects were also taken in consideration in the analysis. The hypothesis was based on a 

previous study made on the teaching book Blueprint A and the results from this current 

study were compared to the results from that study. The study finds that in the texts 

examined females are established as more stative than males and because of that it is 

possible to draw conclusions that the teaching book can influence the student in their 

writing but also that school not always uphold the goals of the Curriculum and the Education 

Act in the issue regarding gender equality.    
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background  

 A teacher’s role is hard to define in a few words because with the profession come many 

different commissions. In many ways teachers have to be role models for their students, 

otherwise their capability can be questioned. Teaching is much more that just providing help 

to achieve knowledge, it is also about being a friend, a grown up and an authority. One of 

the more important tasks is to foster the students to become persons who embrace the 

democratic values of Swedish society. The education Act states that:  

The activities within the national adult education system shall be 

structured in accordance with fundamental democratic values. Each 

and every person who is active within that school system shall 

promote respect for the intrinsic value of every human being and for 

our common environment. Persons active within the school system 

shall in particular 

1. Promote equality between the genders and 

2. Actively counteract all forms of insulting treatment such as bullying 

or racist behavior (Law 1999:886).  

 

One of the most important resources the school has is the teaching book. The teaching book 

is the only book which every person in our society at some point in their life has to read and 

study and which everyone gets to read with guidance (Larsson 1991:68). The teaching book 

can therefore be said to have an essential role in education (Larsson 1991:70). It provides 

guidance for the teacher within areas which are important for the students’ development 

and the texts in the teaching book are supposed to have a pedagogical value. By reading and 

exploring many sorts of texts the students will develop their own way of expressing 

themselves in text. Many times teachers are not aware of the impact texts have on the 

students’ perception of the world. This is why it is of such great importance to question how 

a text can be interpreted and what it actually says. Women’s and men’s different 

socialisation processes affect memory, comprehension and grammatical choices, which 

implies that gender is an important factor when determining how information is interpreted 

and remembered (Crawford and Chaffin 1986:17-18). This also indicates that women and 
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men perceive the world differently. If this is the case, teachers have to teach the students 

how to approach different kinds of texts and provide them with strategies for a critical 

thinking towards texts. One way to do this is by analyzing the texts on a clause level and by 

determining the clause elements and their functions.    

 By looking at the clause elements and their functions in context, what 

information they provide about the grammatical subject, it is possible to see if the subject is 

stative or dynamic, takes a transitive or intransitive verb, and whether it functions as a actor 

or a receiver. A dynamic verb indicates that the subject performs an action; a stative verb 

indicates that the subject is stative and does not perform an action. When a receiver is 

affected by the action the verb is transitive and when the verb does not take a receiver it is 

intransitive. Adding an analysis of the subject noun phrases will provide a fuller 

understanding of how females and males are constructed in texts.  

 In school, students read many different texts, but are most of the time not 

given the tools to be critical towards what they read and how gender is established in the 

texts. According to Crawford and Chaffin, comprehension is an active process of matching 

the given information in a text or utterance with the knowledge structures that the reader 

already has (Crawford and Chaffin 1986:3). They also point out that people with different 

backgrounds and viewpoints understand and remember the same information differently 

(Crawford and Chaffin 1986:11). If teachers give guidelines on what the students should 

read, the teachers should also have in mind that the text should be gender neutral and not 

provide stereotypes of either gender.    

  At birth everyone is given a gender label and through that a gender identity 

develops. According to Crawford and Chaffin, people who are exposed to the prescriptions 

and the proscriptions which come with the different genders learn to behave according to 

those norms but they also evaluate themselves with reference to the norms (Crawford and 

Chaffin 1986:13). But who sets the norms for each gender and what makes those norms the 

right ones? When teachers are aware of and understand the importance of gender equality 

and the right for every person to be treated equally, it becomes easier to see the importance 

of not providing students with texts which lean towards any form of sexist angle. 

Additionally those sorts of texts can contribute to and increase the gaps between genders. 

Wardhaugh states that “sex is to a very large extent biologically determined whereas gender 

is a social construct” (Wardhaugh 2006:315). This statement shows that we are all involved 
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in the process of passing on traditional gender roles. If we are not able to look beyond what 

is clear to the eye and question what we, ourselves, have been taught we will keep on 

imposing the same beliefs on the next generations. “The force of gender categories in 

society makes it impossible for us to move through our lives in a nongendered way and 

impossible not to behave in a way that brings out gendered behavior in others” (Eckert and 

McConnell-Ginet 2005:50). Considering the fact that it is not possible to live without 

performing gender and be influenced by gender, or influence others in a gendered way 

seeds the reflection that it might be impossible to form a society based on gender equality 

since the differences between genders seem to have such strong impact on people. 

Wardaugh states that “*g+ender is a key component of identity” (2006:316), which also 

shows the importance of gender in the development of an identity. But why is gender 

important when developing an identity? It might be because we ourselves make it important 

and maintain the differences between genders because it in some way makes us feel special. 

A gender- equal world would not allow the differences to be there: the notion of gender 

would not exist more than as a difference between biological sexes. According to the 

National Curriculum: 

The school has the important task of imparting, instilling and forming 

in pupils those values on which our society is based. The inviolability 

of human life, individual freedom and integrity, the equal value of all 

people, equality between women and men and solidarity with the 

weak and vulnerable are all values that the school shall represent and 

impart (Lpf 94:3). 

This is one of the reasons why this issue matters and needs to be explored and questioned. 

Every teacher should have gender equality in mind no matter what subject they teach. It 

should be incorporated in every subject they teach their students. Are we really doing what 

is asked, are we doing enough for a gender equal school? 

1.2 Aim and Research Questions  

The aim of this essay is to find out if, and if so, to what extent students show signs of a 

gendered use of language. I want to find out if, when creating texts on their own, they use 

certain linguistic features to establish each gender. The features I expect to find is that the 
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female subjects are to larger extent stative while male subjects to a larger extent are 

established as dynamic. The research questions which I intend to answer are: 

 Is there a difference considering what is the distribution of dynamic and stative verbs 

and how female and male students establish gender in their own production of 

texts? 

 Does the use of adjectives, nouns and predicatives differ depending on the gender of 

the grammatical subject they describe? 

 Is there a difference in narrative theme depending on the authors’ gender?  

1.3 Material and method 

The present study was conducted in an upper secondary school; the class specializes in 

physical education in their second year and study English B. The reason for choosing this 

particular class was mainly the availability and the fact that there are enough boys for an 

even division based on gender.   

 The students were given the assignment to write two texts during two lessons. 

The only instruction they were given was that they had to write one text with a female head 

character and one text with a male head character. They were not told what features the 

analysis would deal with, nor were they given any guidelines concerning how to structure 

their essays. There were only eight boys in the class who handed in both texts and because 

of that all of the male texts are used in the analysis. There were 20 girls in the class, 15 of 

them handed in texts with both head characters so to have an even division between female 

and male texts, sixteen female texts were randomly picked by the names, without looking at 

the their content.     

 The texts are analysed through a gender perspective by correlating the 

linguistic factors to the extra linguistic factors of gender of the author and the gender of the 

grammatical subject. Looking at the grammatical subjects in the clauses and their ability to 

perform an action but also categorising the verbs as either dynamic or stative, transitive or 

intransitive and which subject, female or male they follow, if they function as actors or not 

and additionally what sort of adjective that describes the subjects, will show if the texts 

follow the old patterns of establishing gender or if the students are innovative and can break 

the barriers and create new views of the different genders. One way for them to do this is by 
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constructing female dynamic actors, described by adjectives which are not linked to their 

physical characteristics.    

 Another indication of gender differences lies in the themes of the texts, and 

consequently, theme will be considered in the analysis of the material. The texts will be 

analysed through the theoretical framework of Michael Halliday’s Functional Grammar 

Theory and then compared to previous results of a similar study made on texts from a 

teaching book. If similar patterns are identified they can be taken as an indication of 

influences from the textbook.    

1.4 Previous Research 

A previous study made on texts selected from the teaching book Blueprint A showed that the 

female subjects were mostly followed by stative verb forms, while the male subjects to a 

larger extent were followed by dynamic verb forms. It showed that even in texts where the 

female subjects outnumbered the male subjects, the female subjects were still more stative. 

In the texts examined there were only one female actor and six male actors. In this study it 

was also found that female subjects were not followed by transitive verb forms to the same 

extent as male subjects were and there was a difference in the transitivity of the verbs. If the 

subject performs an action that affects someone else it is considered as more dynamic than 

if it performs actions which affect stative objects.  In the study it was possible to see that 

male actors were more common than female actors and this lead to the conclusion that 

females are more often established as stative while male subjects are established as 

dynamic. It was found that even if the male subjects were outnumbered by the female 

subjects, the male subjects were still more often constructed as actors, or were followed by 

dynamic verbs to a larger extent than female subjects. Finally it was found that there were 

more stative verbs connected to female subjects than male subjects throughout the texts 

(Lysén Frej 2009:20). 

 Previous research has shown that people learn how to construct gender at an 

early age. Even before children can talk they adapt their voice to match the gender of the 

addressee and their frequency is lower when they “talk” to their fathers than when they 

“talk” to their mothers (Liebermann 1967:44-47). When children are at an age when their 

articulatory mechanisms are identical, girls and boys are learning to perform gender 

appropriately, that is, to produce higher or lower formants respectively. Boys begin to 
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employ a more rapid tempo, while girls use a greater variety of intonation patterns (Coates 

2004:150-151). The gender roles prescribe a range of different speaking strategies for 

women and men. Kiesling gives an explanation of the feature between masculinity and voice 

pitch. A low-pitched voice indicates masculinity, and the same kind of voice has connotations 

of authority even for women. There is a linguistic norm that connects authority and pitch, 

and a social norm that connects masculinity and authority (Kiesling 2003:509-510); 

consequently boys learn authority from an early age. According to Crawford and Chaffin 

children at the age of three can accurately state their own gender. They show that they are 

aware of sex-roles stereotypes, and they pattern their own behaviour in conformity with the 

stereotypes (Crawford and Chaffin 1992:17). They also state that gender and the degree of 

gender-typing affect memory, comprehension and grammatical choices, presumably by 

influencing the gender schema. Sex-typing seems to be as important as gender in 

determining how information is interpreted and remembered (Crawford, Chaffin 1992: 19-

20). These findings are not as apparent as expected and the explanation for it is that women 

learn to read and understand from a male point of view: they learn the dominant idiom and 

attempt to articulate within it (Crawford, Chaffin 1992:21).  I will return to these issues in 

section 2.1.     

 In conversations, men tend to show their superiority by “holding the floor” or 

in some cases “grabbing the floor” by interrupting others while women do not use these 

strategies to the same extent as men do (Coates 2004:112-113).  Women typically use more 

minimal responses also called back- channels such as yeah, right and mhm than men do, 

indicating support from the listener towards the speaker. They also use more hedges such as 

you know, sort of and perhaps than men, which by some people is a sign of tentativeness 

(Coates 2004:88). Another sign of tentativeness is the use of tag questions such as isn’t it? 

don’t you think? and isn’t she? which also in many cases are connected to female speech 

(Coates 2004:90). It is argued that men take the power position and claim greater authority 

and control over the lives and welfare in particular of women. This view requires that the 

organisation of society is based on a male power model. Men tend to hold on to the power 

positions and use various methods, such as violence, to secure them (Kuypers 1999:27).     

 Women have been considered as “linguistically inferior” to men (Cameron 

2003:453) because of their cooperative speech style, and were occasionally advised to use a 

language closer to male speech to be more successful and to be taken more seriously. These 
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sorts of recommendation still circulate but women are no longer considered as deficient as 

language users in the same way as before. It is actually rather the opposite: women are 

more and more considered as linguistically superior compared to men. Cameron’s point of 

view in the matter of language concerning female and male speech is that it is not so much 

the shift of women’s deficiency towards superiority which is the key component but rather 

the changes in ideals concerning language itself and the different genres it is used in. Social 

change has given new value to different linguistic expressions which are symbolically 

associated with femininity (Cameron 2003:458). Another viewpoint is represented by Mary 

Talbot, who discusses the fixed stereotypes of early feminist linguistics. She problematizes 

the notion of stereotypes and the frameworks used in feminist research such as “deficit”, 

“dominance” and “difference”. She argues that it is a convenient oversimplification. The 

“deficient” framework speculated that women used, or were expected to use a language 

which presented them as uncertain, weak and empty-headed. In the “dominance” 

framework, language patterns were interpreted as manifestations of a patriarchal social 

order. Asymmetries in the language use of women and men were enactments of male 

privilege. The “difference” framework is based on assumptions that boys and girls are 

socialised into distinct female and male sub-cultures and that they, by the time they reach 

adulthood, have acquired distinct female and male interactional styles. Talbot does not turn 

her back on these viewpoints, but she does bring up the problem that “women” and “men” 

are not homogeneous groups and can thereby not be treated as such (Talbot 2003:474-475). 

Other linguistic factors, such as social class, age and ethnicity have to be included.  

 Wareing discusses the differences between female and male talk. According to 

Waering a common stereotype is that women talk more than men, although evidence shows 

that it is very much the opposite. Women’s talk is often described as gossip, chatter, nag, 

rabbit, yak and natter. These terms imply that women’s talk is rather pointless. Research 

findings show that there are dramatic differences in how women and men talk. There are 

differences in phonology, syntactic differences; men interrupt far more that women do. One 

common notion is that men interrupt women more than they interrupt other men, which is 

an indication that men act as if they have more right than women to speak, while it is an 

indication that women act as if they have less right to speak than men have. Women use 

more overlaps which implies that women are more co-operative. Waering also mentions the 

use of backchannels as typical for women. Not being given backchannels usually makes 
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speakers feel unsure of themselves and can lead to them ceasing to speak (Wareing 2004: 

86-88).  

 

2.  Gender in Society and Texts  

In this section I will present some ideas of how gender is established in society and what 

expectations are typically associated with the different genders. I will also describe Halliday´s 

Functional Grammar Theory and how it can be applied in an analysis of the texts under 

investigation in the present study.       

2.1 The Meaning of Gender and Its Establishment in Interaction 

According to Encyclopaedia Britannica an individual´s self-conception as male or female, is 

distinguished from actual biological sex. And for most persons, gender identity and biological 

characteristics are the same, although it has to be said that gender identity is not fixed at 

birth; both physiological and social factors contribute to the early establishment of a core 

identity. The core identity is modified and expanded by social factors as the child matures. 

When the child has reached the age of three the basic gender identity has been established 

and after that it is hard to make changes. Gender identity is developed with influences from 

parents, social reinforcement and language. Parents teach sex-appropriate behaviour to 

their children from an early age. As children acquires language they also, at early age learn 

the distinction between “she” and “he” (Encyclopaedia Britannica). 

 Yule states that “it is in the sense of social gender, through the process of 

learning how to become a ´boy´ or a ´girl´, that we inherit a gendered culture” and 

”becoming a social gender also involves becoming familiar with gendered language use” 

(Yule 2006:223). It is known that by the age of three, children have established a preference 

for talking to same-gender others. And by the age of five, boys are actively excluding girls 

from their activities and commenting negatively on other boys who associate with girls. 

Throughout childhood, boys socialise in larger groups, often in competitive activities, 

establishing and maintaining hierarchical relationships. Whereas girls socialise in smaller 

groups, more often in co-operative activities, establishing equal relationships and 

exchanging roles (Yule 2006: 224). These ways of performing our gender follows us through 

life and of course any attempt from each sex to approach interaction with the opposite sex 

can be coloured by this, and will show the differences of how we interact.  
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 Yule speaks of the different strategies which are used by women and men, and 

here it is possible to spot similarities to children’s way to play. Girls’ co-operative games 

have made them co-operative speakers, allowing others to speak, using back channels such 

as yeah, really, hmm and oh to indicate listening and questions to involve others in the 

conversation, whereas men’s talk tend to be organised in a more hierarchical way where 

“holding the floor” at many times is the goal. They do not pay much attention to back 

channels and such features, but instead treat them as indications of agreement while 

women in cross–gender interaction see the absence of back-channels from men as if the 

men do not pay attention to them (Yule 2006:225). 

 We change and adjust our language to the situation we are in. How we choose 

to speak is based on cultural understanding and general norms. Coates highlights the 

hypothesis that people perform gender, either femininity or masculinity, and that we are 

able to choose depending on situation, what version of femininity/masculinity we want to 

perform (Coates 2004: 138-139). The dominant version of femininity position women as 

gentle, caring, maternal, attentive to their appearance and nice (Coates 2004:139), which 

gives an expectation from people around that women are supposed to behave this way. 

 Men, on the other hand, struggle with other presupposed expectations, 

namely, the opposite of those ascribed to women. Isaac mentions that because of the 

socialisation process differences between genders have arisen. Men learn self-reliance and 

self-control and they have to hold their emotional expressions in check (Isaac 1999:62- 63). A 

woman can cry and show emotions without being considered as unfeminine, and because of 

that she can express what she is experiencing without compromising her identity as a 

female. A male in the same position, even if he succeeds in hiding his feelings, will probably 

feel ashamed of himself for being unmanly and ”these kinds of social pressure make it 

difficult for most men to face the places of vulnerability inside themselves” (Isaac 1999:63). 

Men typically employ competitive strategies, many times avoiding personal issues. They 

choose topics such as sports, fights and cars and create a tough image by using swear words 

and taboo words. If they find themselves in a more personal conversation they can 

neutralise it by using linguistic strategies such as taboo words (Coates 2004:142). Coates 

draws the conclusion that “speakers have a choice of a range of masculinities and 

femininities” but that these choices are constrained by normative pressures. Even if the 

choice is there it is hard to go against dominant gender norms (Coates 2001:143). The 
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prevailing main features of how people in Western societies experience gender are that: 

“men are strong, women are weak; men are brave, women are timid; men are aggressive, 

women are passive; men are sex-driven, women are relationship-driven; men are rational, 

women are irrational” (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2005:35). The ideology does not only 

prescribe that women and men should be different- it actually insists that they are different. 

Furthermore, it ascribes these differences to an unchanging essential quality of women and 

men (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2005:35). Most people reject this ideological framing and 

realise that it is a part of a pervasive image, and most of the time we are able to see beyond 

it (Eckert, McConnell-Ginet 2005:35). Only by looking at ourselves and the qualities we 

possess can we make clear that every person is much more nuanced than the generalizing 

descriptions allow.  New constructions in society require a new ideological framing but a 

new framing will not abolish the old one: it will only make it easier to see and recognise 

when stereotypes are being used. Today women go to work and men stay home with the 

children, homosexuals get married and have children and some couples choose not to have 

children at all. The traditions are slowly changing and the development of non-traditional 

relationships are contributing to a change in meaning of female and male and thereby also 

the gender order and the social structures (Eckert, McConnell-Ginet 2005:51). Finally, 

Kaufman states that:  

if gender is about power, then as actual relations of power between 

men and women, and between different groups of men (such as 

straight and gay men or black and white men) start to shift, then our 

experience of gender and our gender definitions must also begin to 

change. The process of gender work is ongoing and includes this 

process of reformulation and upheaval (Kaufman 1999: 89-90).     

 How people talk is a way of establishing gender, but it is a strategy to show 

group membership as well. Trudgill states that social attitudes are closely connected with 

the importance of identity (Trudgill 2000:80) and that social values and sex roles affect 

speakers’ attitudes towards linguistic variants (Trudgill 2000:74). It has been shown that 

women and men speak differently and also that they are described differently in texts. One 

of the most common words to use when describing a girl is nice, while the most common 

words when describing a boy are tall and big (Milles 2008:22 ). 
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 In a study made on how girls are referred to, it is found that girls often are 

described as pretty, attractive- looking, fair, golden, pale and with references to body parts, 

hand, eyes, face and voice (Sigley and Holmes 2002:151). Books used in preschool often have 

male head characters that are active and adventuresome while the girls are described as 

passive and relationship minded. The study mentioned in section 1.4 indicates support for 

this hypothesis. Women also occur less often in texts than men do and they are not 

mentioned in the same ways (Milles 2008:23). There are two ways of explaining why these 

differences arise: the first finds the explanation in childhood and the child’s socialisation 

which differs for girls and boys. For example, boys often play in larger groups when girls 

often play in pairs. This gives the boys practice in speaking in larger groups and the girls get 

more practice in talking about relationships with their friends. The other hypothesis finds the 

explanation in the uneven division of power in society between women and men and the 

differences are explained as reflections of women being subordinate to men (Milles 2008: 

30).  

   The issue of gender equality involves all these factors, children’s acquisition of 

language and how they learn to behave according to their sex, how they are exploited of the 

ideas of society and the expectations that follow contributes to their perception of 

themselves and of others. If this process of fostering children and young people into typical 

stereotypes of gender is to be stopped the upper- secondary school could be seen as a 

suitable stage since pupils will have reached a level of maturity to allow insightful discussions 

of gender equality as well as a sensitivity to texts.    

   

2.2 Functional Grammar Theory by Michael Halliday 

A text can be divided into sentences and a sentence can be divided into clause elements; the 

elements function together and create a meaning. It is possible to approach a text from 

many different points of view but focus is on two angles. The first focus on the text as an 

object (artefact) in its own right answers the question why? Why does the text mean what it 

does? And why is it valued as it is? The second angle gives focus on the text as an instrument 

(specimen) for finding out about something else. When focusing on the text as an 

instrument, the question what? Is of value, what the text reveals about the system of the 

language in which it is spoken or written. The two perspectives are catenated; it is not 

possible to explain why a text means what it does except by relating it to the linguistic 
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system as a whole; equally, one cannot understand the linguistic system without 

understanding what the text means and why. The two different ways of viewing the text 

gives it different status, either viewed for its value and content as artefact or as specimen 

where the structural and linguistic features are in focus (Halliday 2004:3). In this study the 

texts will be used as instruments to investigate how gender is established by female and 

male authors. But asking the question why? also reveals something about content, and since 

the two can be seen as interlaced with each other they are both included in the analysis. As 

mentioned these views are catenated and strongly work together. When looking at texts as 

specimens (instrument) the grammatical functions is under consideration and when looking 

at texts as artefacts (objects) the texts value and their imprint on society is considered 

(Halliday 2004:4). Although it has to be said that a texts value differ depending on context 

but also what the reader values, which means that every text can be viewed in an 

uncountable number of ways depending on situation and viewer.     

2.3 The Subject’s Function 

According to traditional grammar each clause contains one element which can be identified 

as its subject. The subject is the label for a grammatical function. Since language, and the 

variations which occur within it, gives enormous scope for variation in how the clause 

elements can be used it is not possible to treat the three concepts below as different aspects 

of the same notion. Halliday has widened the scope in an attempt to capture the complexity; 

he distinguishes between three functions of the subject (Halliday 2004:55-57).   

 Psychological Subject; that which is the concern of the message = Theme.  

 Grammatical Subject; that of which something is being predicated (that is, on which 

rests the truth of the argument) = Subject.  

 Logical Subject; the doer of the action= Actor  

 

                 These three definitions are not synonymous; on the contrary, they define different concepts 

and have to be interpreted as three separate and distinct functions. Sentence structure 

determines what sort of subject it is, for example, if it is the initial part of the sentence the 

subject is called the theme. In most clauses the subject is followed by a verb which can 

indicate the subject’s many different characteristics and have different effects depending on 

how it is used. It can show that the actor is dynamic and performs actions, which in some 
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cases affect a receiver. Or it can show that the actor is stative, which means that the actor 

shows emotions or personal feelings. In some sentences it is possible to spot several 

subjects; and here Halliday’s Functional Grammar is useful since the subjects instead are 

labelled theme, subject and actor.   

2.4 Adjectives, Nouns and Predicatives 

The grammatical subject is typically realised by a noun phrase, sometimes with attributive 

adjectives as (pre) modifiers. Predicatives typically expand on some property of the subject

 Adjectives are used to modify noun phrases. These can be used in more or less 

subjective descriptions, for example black and in evaluative descriptions terrible. They can 

describe a quality such as honest, a state such as hungry, and someone’s origin such as 

American (Estling Vannestål 2006:53). An adjective can have two different grammatical 

functions. The first function is the attributive function, where the adjective is used as a 

(pre)modifier in a noun phrase, usually coming before the head noun. The second function is 

the predicative function, where it is used in a combination with copular verbs such as be, 

become, go and turn (Estling Vannestål 2006:220). The predicative provides information 

about the subject or the object of a clause (Estling Vannestål 2006: 68). 

 A noun refers to something that exists, and can be divided into proper nouns 

such as Sarah and common noun such as world. Nouns are either countable such as tree or 

uncountable such as music. They can be used in the singular form such as chair or in the 

plural form, usually by adding an –s such as chairs.  Finally, they can have either a concrete 

or an abstract reference such as chair which is countable and concrete or feeling which is 

uncountable and abstract (Estling Vannestål 2006: 95-99). Nouns, and the noun phrase they 

occur in, are one of the most important word classes and phrase types, when it comes to the 

content of the texts (Estling Vannestål 2006:95).   

   

2.5 Verbs; Dynamic and Stative 

Verbs can be classified on the basis of their syntactic properties (main verbs, auxiliary verbs) 

or on semantic grounds. For the purposes of the present study, a semantic classification 

based on Biber. et al (1999) has been opted for.  

  An important distinction to make is between events and states. Most lexical 

verbs refer to an event, which is something that happens for a limited period of time, has a 
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beginning and an end. A state is something that has a less clear beginning and end (Estling 

Vannestål 2007:192). There is a major distinction between stative and dynamic verbs and 

how they are used when referring to situations. Stative verbs introduce a quality attributed 

to the subject or a state of relationship (Greenbaum 1991:35). They are mainly used in the 

simple form and express states such as what we experience with our senses, feel and see, 

believe and know such as the girl felt sad. They can show relations between different people 

but can also refer to entities such as belong and like (Estling Vannestål 2007:51). 

  Dynamic verbs introduce events; they refer to something that happens, an 

action that the subject can control, such as the girl kicked the football (Estling Vannestål 

2007:192). They occur quite normally with the progressive and the imperative while stative 

verb forms usually do not (Greenbaum and Quirk 1990: 48). When verbs that are ordinarily 

stative occur in the progressive, they adopt dynamic meanings. Verbs expressing emotion or 

attitude, which are ordinarily stative, indicate tentativeness when they occur in the 

progressive (Greenbaum and Quirk 1990:54).    

 

2.6 Intransitive and Transitive Verbs 

The main difference between intransitive and transitive verbs is that intransitive verbs do 

not take an object, whereas transitive verbs do. The transitivity of a verb shows who the 

actor in the clause is; the actor is the one creating a change (Halliday 2005: 179). The 

transitivity model is based on the composition of actor + process-goal; the process is either 

confined in its outcome to the actor or extended to another participant, the goal/receiver. 

The goal/receiver is construed as being impacted by the actor´s performance of the process 

(Halliday 2005: 282). In the present study the verbs have been classified as either transitive 

or intransitive depending on how they are used in the texts under analysis.  

 

2.7 The Meaning of Theme    

The analysis of theme in the present study includes a structural theme (linguistic variable) 

according to Halliday’s functional grammar theory, where the message of the clause is the 

main issue. The other theme is the narrative theme, the basis of which is the content of the 

texts; the narrative theme is closely related to literary studies but has been applied in this 

analysis because of its function as an important information carrier.   
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A motif is a recurring pattern in history. Friendship, love, searching, journey, battle and 

revenge are examples of literary motifs. A distinction is made between head motif and 

secondary motif. The head motif can also be called theme. The theme can be explicit (open 

and clear) or implicit (concealed or read between the lines). A text can have both an explicit 

and an implicit theme but with different functions. An explicit theme can be the main 

purpose of the text and reveal the plot while the implicit show the development within, for 

example the head character (Nikolajeva 1998: 42-43). Themes and motifs are the two terms 

most frequently used for repetitions in narrative. They are often used interchangeably and 

motif is especially varied in its meaning and as a general rule a theme is abstract and a motif 

is concrete. Beauty, nature, violence, and love can be themes; roses, gardens, fists can be 

motifs. Themes are implicit in motif, but not the other way around. Identifying themes and 

motifs cannot in itself produce an interpretation, since the same theme and motifs can lend 

themselves to any number of different interpretations. However, identifying them can help 

in establishing what a text/work is about and where its focus lies (Abbott 2008:95). 

 Halliday’s structural theme differs from the narrative theme, while the 

narrative theme focuses on the message of the text, Halliday’s structural theme focuses on 

the message of the clause. The theme is the point of departure for the message. It is the 

element the speaker selects for “grounding” what she/he is going to say (Halliday 2004:58).  

The theme gives the clause its character as a message and is part of a thematic structure. In 

speaking or writing English we signal that an item has thematic status by putting it first 

(Halliday 2004:64). The theme always starts from the beginning of the clause; it is what sets 

the scene for the clause itself and positions it in relation to the unfolding text. The theme 

combines with the remainder and the two parts together constitute a message. The 

remainder of the message is called rheme. The speaker can select the desired theme and 

there can be variation in what is chosen as the thematic element in the clause (Halliday 

2003:65-66).  

Example from my data: One day when Sara was going to meet Fredrik at the café, Fredrik 

seems very strange... (see appendix 1, line 133).  

 

 

   Theme                              Rheme 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

One day when Sara       was going to meet Fredrik at the café, Fredrik seem[ed] very strange 

  Fredrik                              seem[ed] very strange, when he was going to meet Sara at the café 

  At the café                       where Sara was going to meet Fredrik, he seem[ed] very strange  
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2.8 Hypotheses   

As discussed above, previous research shows that there are differences in how females and 

males are established in texts. Females are typically established as stative while men are 

established as dynamic. This raises one important question: is it possible for students to 

challenge those patterns and create texts where the female subjects and the male subjects 

are constructed in similar ways? My hypothesis is that they will do the opposite and follow 

the traditional gender patterns and thereby continue to create stative female subjects and 

dynamic male subjects. I also assume that the same features will be found in texts regardless 

of the gender of the author, and finally that both female and male authors will create stative 

female subjects and dynamic male subjects.   

3.  Verb dynamics  

This section will account for the results of the analysis, starting by describing the features 

found in the texts written by girls and then the features found in the texts written by boys. 

There are two types of texts; either with a female head character or with a male head 

character. All pupils were asked to write one text of each, which finally gives four categories 

of text; female author, female head character/male head character and male author, female 

head character/ male head character. However the grammatical analysis will not make a 

difference between the texts in the light of which head character it has; the distinction will 

instead be made between the grammatical subject and the verb that follows in each 

sentence.  

 

3.1 Texts Written by Female Authors  

This section will account for the features found in the female texts. Results are summarised 

and shown in percent in Figure 1.  

 Altogether there are 402 verbs connected to different subjects. Of these 225 

are produced by female authors but only 96 are female subjects. 35 (36%) of the female 

subjects are followed by dynamic verb forms and 61 (64%) are followed by stative verb 

forms. 25 of the verbs are transitive and 71 are intransitive. There are only two occasions 

when a female subject functions as an actor and both times the receiver is male, illustrated 

in (1). 
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An example of a dynamic verb used with a female subject written by a female author is;  

 (1) But something went wrong and she called the police (see appendix 1, line 

 79). 

An example of a stative verb used with a female subject written by a female author is 

illustrated in (2). 

 (2)But she did not feel that she was the happiest girl in the world (see appendix 

 1, line 106). 

 There are 129 male subjects in the female texts and of these 51 (39%) are 

followed by dynamic verb forms and 78 (61%) are followed by stative verb forms. 44 of 

those verbs are transitive and 85 are intransitive. There are 29 occasions when a male 

subject functions as an actor, 13 of the receivers are male and 16 are female.   

An example of a dynamic verb used with a male subject written by a female author is 

illustrated in (3). 

 (3)He jumped on Lenny’s legs and punched him on the balls (see appendix 1, 

 line 32). 

An example of a stative verb used with a male subject written by a female author is 

illustrated in (4).  

 (4)From now on Benny was the king in the yard (see appendix 1, line 33).  
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Figure 1 illustrating the use of dynamic and stative verbs in texts written by girls. 

 

3.2 Texts Written by Male Authors 

This section will account for the features found in the male texts. Results are summarised 

and shown in percent in Figure 2.  

 There are 177 subjects constructed by male authors, 75 of which are female 

subjects. 23 (31%) of the female subjects are followed by dynamic verb forms and 52 (69%) 

are followed by stative verb forms. Ten of the verbs are transitive and 65 are intransitive. 

There are four occasions when a female subject functions as an actor and the receiver is in 

all cases male.  

An example of both a dynamic and a stative verb used with a female subject written by a 

male author is illustrated in (5). 

 (5)And one day she went to school and wasn’t afraid anymore (see appendix 1, 

 line 202). 

 There are 102 male subjects in the texts. 36 (35%) of the subjects are followed 

by dynamic verb forms and 66 (65%) subjects are followed by stative verb forms. Only ten of 
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the verbs are transitive while 92 are intransitive. There are only two instances where a male 

subject functions as an actor and in both these cases the receiver is female. 

An example of a dynamic verb used with a male subject written by a male author is 

illustrated in (6). 

 (6)The day after he went and bought a new mustang to Mary (see appendix 1, 

 line 186). 

An example of a stative verb used with a male subject written by a male author is illustrated 

in (7). 

 (7)After his dead he become a legend (see appendix 1, line 244). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 illustrating the use of dynamic and stative verbs in texts written by boys. 
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3.3 Comparison of Female and Male Texts 

To start with there is a difference in the number of female and male subjects. The female 

authors have produced 225 subjects altogether while the male authors have constructed 

177. In the female texts there are 96 female subjects and 129 male subjects.  In the male 

texts there are 75 female subjects and 102 male subjects. The female authors constructed 35 

(36%) dynamic female subjects and 61 (64%) stative female subjects while the male authors 

constructed 23 (31%) dynamic female subjects and 52 (69%) stative female subjects. The 

female authors constructed 51 (39%) dynamic male subjects and 78 (61%) stative male 

subjects while the male authors constructed 36 (35%) dynamic male subjects and 66 (65%) 

stative male subjects. The results are summarised and shown in percent in Figure 3 

 The most conspicuous finding is the number of actors, or rather lack of actors. 

The female authors constructed 2 female subjects with the function of actor but 29 male 

subjects with the function of actor while the male authors’ constructed four female subjects 

who function as actors and one male subject which function as an actor. The differences 

here are quite large and some patterns are possible to distinguish, for further comments see 

section 7. 

 

 

 

 Figure 3 illustrating the use of dynamic and stative verbs in female and male texts.  
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4. Theme  

The clause elements analysed in the previous section are important when analysing on a 

textual level. Another important factor which shows the author’s establishment of the 

subjects is theme of the text, see section 2.7. I have mentioned two types of themes; the 

first is the initial part of a sentence according to Halliday’s theory, and the other is the theme 

of the text from a narrative view. In this section I will account for both these themes. The 

reason for doing this comparison between female and male authors and their choice of 

initial themes and narrative themes is that if a difference is found it can be an indication of a 

gendered feature. A short discussion will follow the results.   

4.1 Themes in Female Texts  

The texts written by female authors with male head characters have quite explicit themes. 

Four of the texts have themes about bullying. These four texts all have the implicit theme of 

being mistreated by others as a common denominator but the boys choose different ways of 

dealing with the problems.  

 Two of the texts treat the theme of death but in different ways. These texts 

have many factors in common: the boys’ uncertainty of their personality and lack of self 

esteem but they also treat the issue of not having the power of deciding over your life. The 

only text which does not really follow the pattern is one written in the form of a letter. A boy 

whose girlfriend is abroad writes a letter telling her about what he has been up to. 

 The texts written by female authors with female head characters have quite 

explicit themes as well. Six of the texts have love as theme. These texts have similar features. 

A girl meets a boy, the girl is happy. A girl loses a boy, the girl is unhappy. Only the fifth text 

differs a bit, since it rather shows that the girl feels trapped into getting married. The female 

characters are also presented as quite passive and their happiness depends on actions of the 

male characters.  

 There are two texts which do not follow the pattern of love. In the first text the 

author gives the head character the characteristics of being a “good” girl, doing sports in her 

spare time and being one of the best in her class. The implicit theme of this text could be 

expectations connected to gender, that girls are expected to be good and neat. The other 

text is about Stacy who is a dancer. Her father disapproves of her dancing. She falls off the 
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stage and dies. In this text the explicit theme is death while the implicit theme could be 

children’s seeking of approval from their parents.     

 It is rather interesting to see that many of the texts written by female authors 

with female head characters had love as theme; many times the female’s happiness depends 

on a male. One of the two texts which do not have love as theme still shows males’ 

superiority, since the father does not approve of his daughter’s interests and when he finally 

does she dies because of it, and he proves to be right. The other text without love theme 

shows a typical pattern by establishing the female as being the best in her class, doing her 

homework, being a good girl, expectations often placed on girls. The texts with male head 

characters also follow some patterns. Four of them are about bullying and the strategies 

which the boys use to deal with their problems. The only text which differs is one which is 

written as a diary note. The boy in this text is given typical male characteristics, doing sports 

in his spare time and he is very tired of school.      

 

4.2 Themes in Male Texts 

The male texts with female head characters do not have such clearly identifiable themes as 

the texts written by girls. The themes are a bit scattered. The first text is about a woman 

who has been single all her life and then she meets Dixon. The woman is in a car accident 

and is badly hurt. The explicit theme is the accident but the implicit theme is the meeting 

between Mary and Dixon. The second text is a diary note, a girl’s reflections of the new boy 

in class. The explicit theme here is also the meeting but the implicit theme is about how 

people perceive one another. The third text is about a girl who is afraid of the other children 

in school, until she meets a boy who makes her smile and feel good about herself. The 

explicit theme of this text is fear but the implicit theme is the girl being saved by the boy. 

The fourth text is about a girl, Nicole, who is competing in horseracing. She wins the race 

and is very happy. The explicit theme of this text is her interest in horseracing while the 

implicit theme is that winning makes a person feel good. Two texts are about death. The first 

one is about a girl who is addicted to seeing movies. The explicit theme is death and the 

implicit theme is that addiction is dangerous. The second text about death is about Sara, 

who has always had bad luck but one day she wins one million on a lottery ticket. In her luck, 

she runs out and is hit by a car and dies. The explicit theme is death and the implicit theme is 

that luck and money are not everything. One text is about a girl who wakes up in a hotel 
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room and looks out the window and the sun is shining and she has a great feeling. The 

explicit theme of this text could be that it is a fragment from someone’s life, while the 

implicit theme could be satisfaction. The last text is about a girl. One day she decides to ask 

him out and when she finally does he says yes. They live happily ever after. The explicit 

theme of this text is love while the implicit theme is about fear of rejection. 

 The male texts with males as head characters have fairly explicit themes; three 

of the texts are about death. One man is killed in a war, the second is killed by his addiction 

and the third dies in a plane accident.  

 One text is about a boy and his first day in a new school. He lies to his new class 

and regrets it afterward. The explicit theme of this text is the first meeting with people and 

the first impression while the implicit theme is that one should not lie. The fifth text with a 

male head character is about Tore and his summer break. The explicit theme is travelling but 

it is not possible to determine an implicit theme. The sixth text is about a boy who just loves 

his life so much that he sings about it on the way from practice. The explicit theme is a 

moment from a person’s life and the implicit theme is satisfaction. The seventh text is about 

a boy who is competing in skiing and how he watches his friend race before him and fail. 

After that it is his turn and he throws himself out into the track. The explicit theme is being 

fearless. The last text is about a boy who accidently cut his thumb when he was going to 

destroy his brother’s new pair of jeans. The explicit theme is what goes around comes 

around.  

 The themes of the male texts with female head characters are a bit scattered. 

Two of the texts are about death and the rest have different themes. One conclusion to 

draw is that the male characters in the texts make the female ones feel secure. Mary is 

described as 67 and has been single her whole life when she meets Dixon the love of her life. 

There is also a text about a girl who does not dare to go to school, but meets a boy who 

makes her happy and secure. The girl’s reflection of the new boy in class is all about how 

handsome he is and about his appearance. One text is about a girl who does not dare to ask 

a boy out but when she finally does, they fall in love. The only text which stands out is about 

a girl in a hotel room. The girl has a good feeling and the text transmits a feeling of 

confidence.     
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4.3 Structural Themes in the Texts 

The texts written by female authors with female subjects display a range of different 

structural themes. The most common initial theme is the pronoun she which occurs twelve 

times. There are also a few sentences with she and another word as initial theme a few 

examples are; but she, when she and suddenly she. Another common theme is the pronoun I 

which occurs eleven times. There are also a few sentences which starts with I but include an 

adverbial in the theme as well, a few examples are; I really, now I and after that I.  

 Other structural themes often used include a noun, example of this are Philip, 

his mother and my girlfriend.  

 Among the structural themes used by the female authors in sentences with 

male subjects the pronoun he is the most common one with 20 occurrences. He is also used 

together with time adverbials as structural theme, a few examples are; one day when he, 

when he and today he.   

 Another common structural theme used is the pronoun I with 18 occurrences 

and there are also sentences where I occur with adverbials as structural theme, a few 

examples are I also, I immediately and in seven years I. Other themes used are; me and 

Simon, but the way and well.  

 In the texts written by male authors including female subjects the most 

common structural theme is the pronoun she with 12 instances. It also occurs together with 

adverbials as structural themes few examples are but one day she, after that she never and 

but when she. Another common feature is the use of female proper nouns which occur ten 

times.  

 Examples of other structural themes which are used are once upon a time 

there, when Mary's bones healed she and her name. 

 When the male authors wrote texts with male subjects the most common 

initial theme is he which occurs 17 times. There are a few occasions when he occurs together 

with adverbials as structural theme, a few examples are; the day after he, after his dead he 

and after that disaster he. 

 The biggest difference found in the structural themes is that there were only 

two occurrences of I when the male authors were writing from a female perspective, while 

the female authors had 18 when writing from a male perspective. This can be an indication 

of the males being unable to address themselves to a female perspective. Both female and 
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males had the same proportions of she and he. The male texts did not have so many I when 

writing from a male perspective it might be an indication that they rather write from a third 

person perspective. The other themes do not differ very much; the only thing which stands 

out is that the female authors have produced numerous more initial themes from a male 

perspective, and that is the largest group. For a complete list of the structural themes, see 

appendix 2.        

5. Adjectives, Nouns and Predicatives Used in the Texts    

In this section I will account for adjectives, nouns and predicatives which are used to modify 

and explain the grammatical subjects. I do not categorise them into their respective word 

classes since the interest lies in the words meaning. I have also included phrases without 

analysing them, because it is the whole phrase which refers to the grammatical subject that 

is of interest. A short discussion will follow where I draw some conclusion of the findings.  

5.1 Female Texts                 

The female authors did not use that many adjectives, nouns or predicatives to modify the 

female grammatical subjects 18 altogether the ones they used are, pretty, afraid, rich, her 

beauty, long blond hair, the happiest, 17 years old, about 1.69 centimetres long, one of the 

best, 15 years old, in love, she had everything, 15 years old, one of the better dancers, 

confident, dead, inside her and panic. 

  When the grammatical subject was a male, the female authors used many 

more adjectives, nouns and predicatives, 36 altogether, to describe the subject’s 

characteristic. The used phrases are, Big Billy, pretty large for my age, a six year old can[t] be 

that big, different, a target, yellow and blue, good really good, one of the more popular guys 

in the whole school, invincible, a monster, five, a bigger boy, huge angry and ugly, the anger 

and fearness, the king, 17 years old, 1. 83 centimetre long, tired, a little boy, what a geek, 

captured, six year old, a kidnapper, so tired, dead, twins, quarterback, popular, quiet, not as 

handsome, the boy of her dream, a football player, 20 years old, very strange, wonderful 

boyfriend and strong Sam.    

 The adjectives used differ depending on which grammatical subject is 

described. The female subjects were described as pretty, afraid, rich, her beauty, long blond 

hair with other words the female subjects were described form their appearances and not 
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from their action. The male subjects were described as pretty large for my age, one of the 

more popular boys in school, a kidnapper, what a geek, huge angry and ugly. The only way 

used to describe the male subjects appearances are by age, height and on one occasion 

when using the words yellow and blue.  

   

5.2 Male Texts 

The male authors had a more even distinction of the adjectives, nouns and predicatives 

depending on what grammatical subject it describes. There are 23 altogether, when 

describing the female grammatical subjects. The ones they used are, 67 years old, Witney, 

single, very badly hurt, very bad luck, afraid, afraid, so happy, very good, quick, so happy, 

really like seeing movies, about 15, addicted, sick, 19 years old, daily exercise, a little girl who 

always had bad luck, lucky, dead, unlucky, the age 17 and in high school.    

 When the male authors described male grammatical subjects they again used 

many adjectives, nouns and predicatives, 27 altogether. The words they used are, a very rich 

man, very sad, very confused, handsome, a bad attitude, a chef [head]for converse, very rich, 

wonderful boy, the worst guy in war, send from hell, interested in guns, a legend, so nervous, 

job as chef [head]for converse, so stupid, an idiot, an original, one of the greatest golf players 

in Europe, earned a lot of money, talent, 63 years old, a very small, a very good talent, 16, so 

happy, a great tan, nervous and little ugly.   

6. Summary of main results 

From early years, children learn to behave according to the norms associated with their 

gender (Crawford and Chaffin 1986, Yule 2006). From the age of three, children are through 

interaction able to make a distinction if a person is female or male but also their own 

gender. These differences are nourished in school, where the children often play in typical 

female/male groups (Yule 2006). The boys tend to lean towards larger groups while the girls 

tend to lean towards playing in pairs. This division makes the boys practice their verbal 

communication in larger groups and they have to learn to take up space much earlier than 

the girls, while the girls practice their emotional communication often dealing with feelings 

and relationships. This is argued to be one of the reasons why males take up a larger space 

and position themselves as more important than women later on in life. It contributes to the 
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very different speaking styles which separate female and male speech from each other, 

widening the gap and between genders (Cameron 2005, Coates 2004, Talbot 2005, Waering 

2004).  

  Previous studies show that females and males are established differently in 

texts, this is shown by the verb which follows the subjects and by the premodifier which 

describes it. They are also given uneven space in the texts and this contributes to the uneven 

gender equality which is continuing (Cameron 2005, Coates 2004, Talbot 2005, Waering 

2004). A previous study showed that the texts in a teaching book were not gender neutral 

and a conclusion is that if students are exposed to texts which are not gender neutral they 

will not be able to produce texts which are either.   

 The Curriculum and the Education Act emphasise the importance of the 

question of gender equality. The Curriculum states that: 

The school has the important task of imparting, instilling and forming 

in pupils those values on which our society is based. The inviolability 

of human life, individual freedom and integrity, the equal value of all 

people, equality between women and men and solidarity with the 

weak and vulnerable are all values that the school shall represent and 

impart. All who work in the school shall, however, always uphold the 

fundamental values that are stated in the Education Act and in this 

curriculum, and shall very clearly disassociate themselves from 

anything that conflicts with these values. The school shall actively 

and consciously further equal rights and opportunities for men and 

women. Pupils shall be encouraged to develop their interests without 

prejudice as to gender differences. (Lpf 94:3-4)             

The present study’s aim was to find out if there are differences in how students establish 

gender in their written texts. This was done by analysing students’ texts and analysing the 

subjects and its constituents; the adjectives, nouns and predicatives which describe the 

grammatical subjects, but also by analysing the verbs, finding out if they are dynamic or 

stative, transitive or intransitive. The themes of the texts are also important when analysing 

from a gender perspective because it shows if there are differences between female and 

male authors and their choice of topic.  
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              This study was based on three research questions:   

  Is there a difference considering what is the distribution of dynamic and stative 

verbs and how female and male students establish gender in their own production of 

texts? 

 Does the use of adjectives, nouns and predicatives differ depending on the gender of 

the grammatical subject they describe? 

 Is there a difference in narrative theme depending on the authors’ gender?  

 The current study suggests that students in the Swedish school system might 

not be given the tools to challenge the patterns of how gender is established. The female 

subjects are represented as more stative compared to the male subjects, both by female and 

male authors. The female authors contribute to the unevenness between the genders by 

using male subjects as actors to a much larger degree than the female subjects. In my data 

the female authors produced two female subjects who function as actors and 29 male 

subjects. The male authors had a more even allocation in this respect with four female 

subjects and two male subjects who function as actors.  

 The themes of the texts also contribute to the notion of this unevenness. The 

female authors tend to write about love, either being happy in love or unhappy. The 

happiness often depends on a male’s action. The texts produced by boys exhibited a wider 

range of themes and many texts had death as theme, but there were also some texts about 

love. The male authors used female subjects whose happiness depended on males as well. 

This shows that both the female and the male authors find girls in need of love and 

confirmation through love, they are simply not happy without it.  

 The analysis of initial themes showed that the female authors were able to 

write texts from both a female and a male point of view from a first person perspective. In 

contrast the male authors did not write the texts from a female point of view from a first 

person perspective but when writing from a male perspective they did. This might imply that 

the female authors find it easier to adopt the perspective of a boy.   

 My hypothesis was that there would be a difference in how female subjects 

and male subjects were established in texts written by students. The results seem to confirm 

the hypothesis, although this is a small scale study and the features which are found only 
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suggest a difference. To obtain more reliable results analysis of a larger corpus of texts 

would be required including more pupils and different text types.   

 The reason for conducting a study like this is that one of the most important 

tasks of school today is to counteract the differences between gender and the notion that 

any gender is better than the other. Many teachers do not have this in consideration at all 

times, which shows in the texts. The differences would not be so vast if all teachers worked 

with gender equality as a main issue in all their projects.  

 Another possible angle would be to let a number of pupils write two texts as 

the students in this current study did and analyse the results. After that teach them a 

simpler variant of the analysis but also discuss gender equality with them, and once again 

give them the same assignment to see if the result would differ from the first result.      

  

7. Concluding remarks 

This study was conducted from the hypothesis that there would be differences in how 

gender is established by female and male authors. The findings were in many ways 

extraordinary since they showed that the female authors were the ones to create an uneven 

allocation of female and male actors, contributing to the fixed stereotypes of gender. This 

was expected but not in the large amount as the findings suggest. Being female comes with 

certain presupposed expectations, but so does being male. Females are often expected to be 

emotional and nursing and irrational, but not all women are like this; men, on the other 

hand, struggle with the expectations of being, strong, aggressive, and rational, 

characteristics which not all men possess. No one could ever live up to the expectations 

which are bound to the stereotypes and at the same time be a happy person. This is one 

reason why people need to understand the complexity when labelling people according to 

their gender. We need to understand the complexity of the gender issue and use labels with 

caution and should thereby not set any limitations irrespective of what gender a person has.

 We have learnt that we are taught how to behave according to our gender but 

also that we can chose depending on the circumstances (see section 2). Since gender is 

performed, people have the opportunity to choose what characteristics we take based on 

suitability and cultural situation. I believe that it is not as simple as it sounds, many people 

might have the ability to adjust according to situation but that has to be learnt. Many times 

people are inhibited because they do not have the required knowledge and schema for the 
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situation. Furthermore it is most often very hard to break old patterns, even the simplest 

ones. Being able to choose to behave as a woman or as a man depending on the situation is 

probably something which has to be taught and practiced. But it also requires that the 

people in question are aware of their own actions. We also need have in mind that the issue 

is probably not about behaving as a woman or a man, but rather being a leader type or not.   

 The most typical behaviours which we like to connect to males are the skills of 

being determined and efficient. But these are not qualities exclusive for men; they are 

qualities of leadership and any person can become a leader, those skills should definitely not 

be connected to gender.     

 In the study made on the teaching book Blueprint A some patterns were found 

regarding how gender is established in texts. If we want to create a successful society where 

gender is not an issue of women’s powerlessness around the question of gender equality we 

need to provide students with texts which are gender neutral. We cannot expect the 

changes towards an equal society to take place unless every person in school actively works 

with it. This current study suggests that students create stative women and dynamic men in 

the same way as found in the teaching book.           

 I once asked an English teacher how he worked with the gender equality issue 

while teaching English, and what strategies he employed to accomplish and maintain a 

gender equal education. His answer was that he picked texts from both female and male 

authors, so that the students would read both. He did not pay any attention to what the 

texts conveyed and he had never considered the fact that the Curriculum actually states that 

“every person who works in school shall, always, uphold the fundamental values that are 

stated in the Education Act”. This means that in every subject in school the issue of gender 

should be considered when planning the lesson and when choosing which resources to use.   

If the teachers do not shed light on the issues, the students will not get aware of how the 

inequality which does exist affects their lives.  

 Teachers need to learn that it is not an equal amount of texts from female and 

male authors which is important. It is what the texts convey and how differences or 

similarities are expressed which is of interest. Teachers need to teach their students to be 

critical towards what they read and not accept everything which is said or read. To do this it 

is necessary to show the students how to do it and tell them why it is important.  
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 As the curriculum states “All who work in the school shall, however, always 

uphold the fundamental values that are stated in the Education Act and in this curriculum”, 

“the school shall actively and consciously further equal rights and opportunities for men and 

women. Pupils shall be encouraged to develop their interests without prejudice as to gender 

differences” (Lpf 94:3-4). Clearly it can be questioned if schools and teaching books are fully 

able to observe the requirements made in the curriculum, if the teaching material used do 

not provide teachers and pupils with gender neutral texts. The analysis of the texts in the 

present study suggests that it is hard to challenge patterns of gender representation.             
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Appendix 

1. Female and Male Texts Included in the Study 

Here are all the texts which are included in the study represented. For the students secrecy 

the names has been removed and replaced by a number.    

  

Text 1, female author – Boy as head character  

1.Text message: Hi Jessica! How is London? 
 
 
2.Me and Simon went to the hospital today to visit dad.  
           S/T              verb 
 
3.He slipt on the ice when he walked home from the job yesterday, so he broke his left leg. 
   S/T  verb                                s   verb                                                                s    verb 
 
3. Otherwise , everything is the same as it was when you left.  
                                  
 
4.By the way, I have bought you a christmas present now. Curious?  
           S/T                       verb    obj 
 
5.I also bought a necklace to Evelyn, because she dropped her other when she went out to run.  
     S/T    verb                                                             s     verb                                       s    verb 
 
6.Well, I have put a gift to you under your bed, just to show how much I love you.  
     S/T        verb                                                                                                     s verb obj 
 
 
7.Take care see you soon. 
Love  / Micheal  
 

Text 2, female author – Boy as head character 
 
8. Hi, I’m Billy, or big Billy as everyone calls me. 
    S/T verb                adj                  S       verb  obj 
 
9. Al sens I was a little boy a I’ve always been pretty large for my age. 
       S/T       verb                        s verb                                adj.p  
 
10. When I went to the first day at school, my teacher tought I was at the wrong classroom.  
        S/T      verb                                                                                   s verb 
 
11. “A six year old can be that big”. 
                       Adj.p 
 
12. I was different, people always are afraid of things that are different. 
   S/T verb  adj   
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13. I immediantly become a target for al sceared classmates that looked for a identity.  
            S/T                 verb        noun 
 
14. In seven years i was teased ever break, every day. 
         S/T                       verb 
 
15. I was punched yellow and blue the gymnasium, but nobody ever tryed to stop it, nobody. 
    S/T      verb              adj.p  
 
16. But suddenly one day junior high’s football coach asked me if I wonted to train with the team,  
                               T                                                           S    verb   obj   S                verb 
 
Just try a few times. 
 
17. And I was good really good. 
      S/T    verb     adj.p 
 
18. Suddenly somebody wanted me. 
 
19. Suddenly “Big Billy” had a identity. 
 
20. Who would have thought that my body made me to one of the most popular guys in the hole  
                                S/T                                          verb                        adj.p 
School. 
 
21. I became invincible, and forgot who I was.  
   S/T  verb           adj                   verb          s  
 
22. I was transformed to a monster.  
    S/T   verb                           noun 
 
23. A monster I once upon a time hated of al my heart.  
                      S/T                                   verb 
 

Text 3, female author – Boy as head character 

24. -“Hello, my name is Benny, I´m five”. 
              S/T                                  verb  adj 
 
25. The other children in the yard looked att benny with happy faces. 
 
26. They asked if he wanted to join them playing with cars.  
 
27. He loved to.  
      S/T  verb 
 
28. When Benny and the other boys started to play, a bigger boy called “big Lenny” came he was  
                              S/T                                           verb                adj                                s           verb  s verb 
huge, angry and uggley.  
          Adj.p 
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29. “Hey, you!  
 
30. I want your black, give me! 
   S/T  verb   
 
31. Benny felt the anger and fearness at the same time but there were no chance he was going to  
        S/T    verb               adj.p                                                                                                  s       verb 
 
give  Bigg Lenny his favotit car.  
           Obj              s 
 
32. He jumped on Lennys leggs and punched him on the balls, Lenny was defited and the other  
       S/T  verb                                           verb        obj                             s          verb 
 
children where clapping there hands sellebrating Benny. 
 
 
33. From now on Benny was the king in the yard.   
                  S/T                    verb    noun  
 

Text 4, female author – Boy as head character 

34. Hello, my name is fredric.  
              S/T            verb p.noun 
 
35. I  am 17 years old. 
  S/T  verb     adj 
 
 36. I am about 1.83 centimeter long. 
   S/T  verb                adj.p 
 
 37. I live with my mather Erika, mu father Stefan and my twin sister Frida.  
   S/T verb    
 
38. Now I will tell you about a normal day in my lifr. 
        S/T     verb       
 
39. 07.50 pm the alarm clock the alarm clock ring. 
 
 
 40. I get dressed and take sandwich on the way to school.  
     S/T    verb                verb                                                                   
 
41. School stars 08.30 pm and then we have English.   
 
 
42. Day past and I went home.  
            S/T               verb 
 
43. I took something to eat.  
  S/T verb  
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44. I lookt on TV about 2 h then my mother told me that the diner was ready.  
    S/T  verb                                               s         verb obj  
 
45. After that my father drived me to my fotboll practice. 
           S/T                              verb   obj                   
 
46.  When I come home I took a shower and after that I sat down with my computer but I was very    
          S/T       verb            s verb                                             s  verb                                                 s verb 
 
tired so I went to bed. 
adj        s  verb 
 
 

Text 5, female author – Boy as head character   

47. Philip was a little boy who lived in New York.  
        S/T  verb       adj  
 
 
48.He loved to dance ballet. 
    S/T    verb             
 
49. One day when he was at his way to the training he saw a big gang with lots of older boys from his  
            S/T                     verb                                                s  verb 
 
school.  
 
 
50. They look at him and he felt a clump in the neck.  
                       S/T                      verb                       
                                        
51. Philip started to be scared… 
         S/T              verb      adj 
 
52. The older boys always use to bulled him fore the ballet and he know that they talking about him  
               S/T                                       verb     obj                                     S   verb 
 
now.  
                  
 
53. He keep walking awards them with his balletshous in his hand.  
       S/T   verb   
 
54. He walk behind them… 
    S/T  verb 
 
55. And suddenly one of the boy shout at him: - “what a geek you are Philp”. 
                         S/T                              verb       obj          adj.p  
 
56. And all the boys lough.  
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57. Philp started to cry and run to the trainghouse.  
       S/T       verb                     verb    
 
58. When he came in everybody look at him and the trainer asked him what was wrong?  
          S/T       verb      
  
59. -I quit! I quit with the ballet, Philp say. 
    S/T verb s  verb                             S     verb 
 
60. And from that day Philp never dancde ballet again 
                  T                     S        adv    verb    
                                   

Text 6, female author – Boy as head character 

61. He refused to walk out the door. 
       S/T     verb 
 
62.  He just wouldn´t.  
          S/T        verb 
 
63. He had condemnd this day for ages and now it was finally time. 
     S/T     verb   
 
64.  He hated it. 
     S/T   verb 
 
65.  He didn´t wanted to go to school.  
       S/T      verb       
 
66. He didn´t wanted to sit captured in a classroom. 
     S/T     verb                   verb   adj  
 
67. This was to be the worst day in his life, this was the start of something awful. 
 
 
 68. He was the sadiest sixyear old boy in the world. 
      S/T verb             adj.p  
 
 69. He had not slept a wink last night, having nightmares about flying blackboards.  
     S/T      verb                                               verb 
 
70. His mother took a stable grasp of his arm and draged him towards a awful and evil place  
         S/T             verb                               obj                 verb      obj                                   
 
 called school.  
 

 

Text 7, female author – Boy as head character 

71. Hi, my name is Jon and i died two weeks ago.  
             S/T                                 verb 
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72. Let me tell you what happened.  
        S/T    verb                                                     
 
73. I was getting so tired of my girlfriend.  
    S/T   verb                 adj             obj 
 
74. I felt like it was time to break up with her.  
   S/T verb                                  verb               obj 
 
75. My friend Andy is a funny guy and he hated my girlfriend. 
                   S/T                                                    verb     obj   
 
 76. So he told me that we should pull a prank on her.  
        S/T   verb obj                               verb.p               obj                
 
77. He pretendet to be a kidnapper and told her that he wanted money for me in return. 
    S/T   verb                       noun                   verb obj          s   verb 
 
 78. We knew that she wouldn´t b be able to pay, so I could just disappear. 
      S/T    verb            s                      verb                           s                     verb 
 
79. But something went wrong and she called the police.  
                         S/T                                           verb  
 
 
80. And when we sat in oour car a policecar started chasing us and then anothe, and anothe car and 
…  
   
81. I died.  
  S/T  verb                                                                                                                                       
 
 
82. My girlfriend called the cops and now I´m  dead.  
            S/T              verb                                 S verb adj 
 
83. I hate her!  
   S/T verb obj 

 

Text 8, female author – Boy as head character 

84. Once upon a time ther was a boy or two boys, they were twins. 
               T                          verb                         Adj.p 
 
 85. But one of them were in the shaddow of the other twin. 
 
 
86. Brodys twin brother was the quatergard in the football team and very popular.  
              S/T                        verb               adj                                                          adj  
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87. But Brody was the quiet boy in school, not as handsome like his twin and nobody know who he  
         S/T          verb         adj                                   adj                                                                            pred   s  
 
was.  
verb   
 
88. Brody wanted to be like his brother, or sometimes he wish he never been born.  
       S/T         verb                                                                      s   verb 
 
89. When Brody comes home his brother Tim talk about all his girls and all his friends.  
            S/T              verb                                      s     verb  
 
90. When Brody just sat there and hate his life. 
               S/T                ver                   verb  
 
 91. Brody got a girlfriend a pretty girl who he really cared about and now was the they when she  
       S/T     verb                        adj       obj   s pred s          verb                                                                    s  
 
would meet his parents.  
    verb               
 
92. After the dinner comes Tim home and just in a second Brodys girl was inloved with his twin  
                 T                   verb     s                                                             s                   verb  
 
brother.  
 
 
93. And after a few days Brodys girlfriend became Tims girlfriend.  
                             T                                                verb         S    
 
 
94. Then Brody just lost it.  
         S/T                   verb                        
 
95. The next day when Brodys mother came to wake him up, he hang in a rop.  
                       T                                                      verb          obj         s  verb  
 
96. Brody couldn´t be like his brother and that killed him.  
        S/T     verb   
 
 

Text 1, female author – Girl as head character 

97. Dear Diary,  
 
 
98. I really have problem with my ex boyfriend Adam.  
    S/T           verb  
 
99. Today he hit my boyfriend Jasson.  
          S/T      verb             obj 
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100. I don’t think Adam never will get over me but he don’t need to hit my boyfriend.  
      S/T        verb        s                        verb         obj         s       verb                    obj 
 
101. I think i need to speak to Adam tomorrow and i don’t want to, but i guess i need to speak to him  
      S/T verb s   verb                    obj                                 s     verb                    s  verb s     verb                   obj 
 
and say that we never will get together again. 
      verb 
 
102. I  m afraid that jasson will hit Adam now.  
     S/T  verb adj            s        verb      obj 
 
103. I guess i will se tomorrow what happens. 
     S/T verb  s   verb  
 
 /Ana 
 
 
Text 2, female author – girl as head character  

104. Once upon a time there was a princess called sabrina. 
                   T                               verb    S            
 
 105. She was rich, got a huge closet and every girl in town was jeaulos of her beauty and her long  
         S/T verb  adj  verb                                                                                                            adj.p 
 
blond hair.  
    adj.p 
 
106. But she did not feel that she was the happiest girl in the world. 
          S/T          verb                      s   verb          adj 
 
 
107. She missed something, a prince!  
          S/T   verb        
 
108. She decided to take a walk to her backyard, dreaming of a bigg beautiful wedding. 
          S/T           verb                                                         verb         
 
109.  in the middle of her daydreaming she heard a strange sound under her feet, sort of a scream. 
                      S/T                                                     verb           
 
110.  She moved her feet and there it was, the cutest little frog she had ever seen. 
          S/T  verb                                                                                            s        verb  
 
111. The frog jumped into her ands and looked in a strange way into sabrinas eyes, Sabrina pulls the  
                                                                   T                                                                                        S      verb  
  
frog torwards her mouth and kisses it, and BAM!  
                                                       Verb    
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112. Ther he was, the Boy of her dream.    
            S/T     verb         adj.p                                 
 
 

Text 3, female author – girl as head character  

 
113. Hello, my name is Frida.  
 
 
114. I am 17 years old.  
      S/T verb   adj 
 
115. I am about 1.67 centimeter long.  
    S/T verb              adj 
 
116. I live with my mother Erika, my father Stefan and my twin brother Fredric.  
     S/T verb 
 
117. Now I will tell you about a normal day in my life. 
         S/T       verb 
 
118. 06.30 pm the alarm clock ring.  
 
 
119. I get up and take a shower.  
     S/T verb            verb  
 
120. After that I eat breakfast in my bathrobe and when I am finish with I get ready to school.  
           S/T           verb                                                                 s     verb              s  verb 
 
121. In school I always do my best.  
              S/T                  verb 
 
122. I am one of the best in my class.  
     S/Tverb    adj.p          
 
 
123. After school I get home and do my homework until the dinner is ready.  
            S/T               verb                verb    
 
 
124. Then I get dressed to fotboll practice.  
         S/T          verb 
 
125. I ride my bike to practise because dad is with Fredrik on his practis.  
    S/T verb                                                      s  verb  
   
126. After practise I take shower number two this day.  
            S/T                   verb   
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127. When I am finish with that I look on TV until I go to bed 
          S/T     verb                             s  verb                   s  verb  
 
 

Text 4, female author – girl as head character  

 

128. Sara is 15 years old and is in love in a boy.  
       S/T verb    adj.p               verb   adj            obj 
 
129. The boys name is Fredrik and huis is a fotboll player,  
                      S/T                                   verb             adj                      
 
130. Fredrik is 20 years old… 
          S/T   verb     adj 
 
131. Sara doesn´t see that as a problem, but her parents does.  
        S/T         verb                                         
 
132. They hate Fredrik.  
              
 
133. One day when Sara was going to meet Fredrik at the café, Fredrik seems very strange… 
                  S/T                            verb                        obj                                 S      verb        adj 
  
134. she asked him what was wrong?  
        S/T  verb   obj 
 
135. And he started to tell her.  
           S/T                    verb    obj 
 
136. Last night he got a phone call from Saras father… 
                T        obj verb                                   S 
 
137. He had telled Fredrik that he never can see Sara again.  
        S/T  verb          obj                   s             verb     obj 
 
138. Sara started to cry and run away.  
        S/T             verb                   verb  
 
139. From that day Fredrik and Sara never see each other again.    
                S/T                                                       verb   
 
 

Text 5, female author – girl as head character  

 

140. I´m going to tell you a story about a girl who lived in New York with her family.  
     S/T     verb 
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141. You can almost say that she had everything she needed, a nice family with very mutch money,  
                                                        S  verb       adj        S    verb  
 
great friends and a wonderful boyfriend. 
                                         adj              S                        
 
142. But one day everything turns into a nightmare when her fathers big company loose all the 
biggest  
     
 
customers!  
 
 
143. Slowly her family becomes a “normal” moneymaking family and as time goes by they need to  
               S/T                       verb            pred  
 
face the truth!  
 
 
144. they have to move!  
 
 
145. This girl whos name is Sarah gets panic when her dad tells her about moving. 
                        S/T                                verb   adj                       s  verb obj           
 
146. They move to a small town with “normal” people and Sarah only see bad thing...utill one day  
         S/T    verb                                                                                    S             verb  
 
when she meets him!  
            S    verb    obj 
 
 
Text 6, female author – girl as head character  

 

147. Stacy was 15 years old and loved to dance.  
        S/T    verb   adj.p                     verb   
 
148. She was one of the better dancer in Europe.  
       S/T   verb                    adj.p  
 
149. Her father had never approved of her dancing but when a chance like this came a long even he  
             S/T                                   verb           S    verb                                                                                        S 
 
was thrilled.  
   verb 
 
150. Stacy  was going to dance at the biggest show in Europe. EDS! 
        S/T            verb                
 
151. Stacy had practice her  dance rutin a very long time and every thing felt perfect.  
         S/T         verb 
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152. When the big day was here stacy was confident and she knew this day was one she never would  
                                   S/T                              verb     adj                s     verb                                   S    adv    verb 
forget.  
 verb 
 
153. When she was on the stage and herd the crowd screaming.   
           S/T               verb                            verb 
 
 154. Stacy took the beat up and everything went so fast…BANG.  
           S/T   verb        
 
155. Stacy was dead.  
          S/T   verb  adj     
 
156. She had fell down and broke her neck.  
        S/T    verb                          verb    s   
 
157. They hadn´t a chance to save her.   
         
 
The end 
 
 

Text 7, female author – girl as head character  

 

158. It is only two weeks left to her weddingday.  
 
 
159. Amanda has been waiting for this day so long but now she don´t know if this is what she wants.  
         S/T                     verb                                                                  S           verb                                 S    verb 
 
160. Amanda and Tom have been together fore almost three years now and he has always been the  
             S/T                        verb      pred(adj)                                                                 obj       verb  
 
prince of her dreams. 
  adj          S   
 
161. He has always maked her so happy but now something has change inside her.  
      S/T  verb                verb   obj          adj                                                  verb                S 
 
162. She doesn´t feel that warm feeling when she see him any more. 
         S/T    verb                                                           S  verb obj  
 
163. She cant call of the wedding, that would not be nice to him or any body.  
       S/T        verb     
 
164. But she can´t live with Tom for the rest of her life because she doesn´t love him that way any  
         S/T            verb               obj                                                              S         verb        obj   
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more.    
   
 
 

 

Text 8, female author – girl as head character  

 

165. One day Norelle was out and picked apples in her garden.  
            S/T                     verb                verb 
 
166. Suddenly she heared a buzzy sound, and in a few seconds the air is full of bees.  
               S/T               verb  
 
167. She had panic and tryed to run but they just stack her even more.  
        S/T verb  adj              verb                                                                
 
168. -Aoch! 
 
 
169. She felt a sudden pain in her trought and soon she couldent breth.  
        S/T  verb                                                                       S         verb 
 
170. She tryed to scream but her troug´ht was to svollen.  
       S/T   verb                                         S            verb      adj 
 
171. But suddenly stron Sam camed.  
              T                    adj      S        verb 
 
172. He took Norelle inhis arms and ran to the hospital.        
        S/T verb     obj                               verb  
 
173. After a few hours she was better and could leve the emergency.  
            T                               S   verb                  verb  
 
174. Norelle and Strong Sam became best friends and 10 years later they was husband and wife. 
               T               adj                   verb       pred                                                 adj.p   
 

Text 1, male author – girl as head character 

175. Once upon a time in a house town there lived a girl called Mary. 

    T                                                verb     S 

 

176.  Mary was 67 years old and had a sister called witney.  

         S/T      verb         adj                                        verb     S 

 

177. Mary had been single al her life but now she found the right person in her life.  

        S/T      verb             adj                                      S    verb      
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178. He was called Dixon and he was a very rich man.  

        S/T  verb                                S  verb       adj.p 

 

179. Dixon had played several seasons in the most famous hockey league NHL.  

        S/T       verb  

 

180. But this story is not about Dixon it is about Mary.  

 

 

181. Mary had a great new car, she had a ford mustang.  

          S/T  verb                                  S   verb 

 

182. But one day when she was on her way to the market she crashed her car and get very badley  

               T/S                             verb                                                 s    verb                          verb     adj.p 

 

hirt.  

 

 

183. She broke her both les and the right arm.  

         S/T  verb  

 

184. Mary had a very bad luck and the car was so badley hirt that they did not make to repair tha car.  

           S/T   verb    adj.p 

 

185. Dixon her housband was very sad and when he hered that mary´s car was broken he becomed  

              S/T                           verb   adj.p                        S   verb                                                     S    verb 

 

very confused.  

            adj 

 

186. The day after he   went and bought a new mustang to Mary.  

          S/T              actor   verb           verb                                        obj 

 

187. When Mary´s bones heald she drove the car to the market but this time she drove much more  

                         S/T                                   verb                                                                   S    verb 

 

careful.  

 

 

The end. 

 

 

Text 2, male author – girl as head character 

188. Dear diary,  
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189. Today when we were sitting in the classroom and writing an essay about the second world war  
 
 
there were someone knocking on the door. 
 
 
190.  I thought it was a teacher but it wasn´t.  
        S    verb 
 
191. It was the new boy which I totally forgot about.  
                                  S/T                               verb 
 
192. He walked to out teacher sara´s desk and introduced him as Kevin Jackson.  
       S/T    verb                                                                 verb         S  
 
193. I thought he was handsome but he looked like he had a bad attitude.  
      S/T  verb     S  verb     adj                   S   verb                     v      adj.p 
 
194. He told us that he moved here because his dad got a new job as a chef for converse.  
       S/T verb                S    verb                                     S  verb                            adj.p   
 
195. Then he must be very rich?  
          S/T         verb          adj 
 
196. Well enough about that.  
 
 
197. Now I have to do my homework. So boring! 
         S/T       verb      
 
198. Hope Kevin is better then his first impression. 
             S/T         verb   
 
Love Mariah      
 

 

Text 3, male author – girl as head character 

199. Once upon a time there was this girl who couldn´t come to the school because she was so afraid  
                   S/T                                                                    verb                                                     S   verb      adj 
 
for the other kids.  
 
 
200. But one day she met this wonderful boy.  
               S/T                  verb              adj          S 
 
201. He make her smile and believe in her self.  
      S/T   verb  obj    verb           verb   
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202. And one day she went to school and wasn´t afraid anymore.  
                S/T                   verb                             verb     adj  
 
203. She was so happy and run to boy and kissed him. 
       S/T   verb      adj              verb                   verb   obj  
 
The End  
 

Text 4, male author – girl as head character 

 
204. Nicole is compiting in horseracing. 
         S/T         verb 
 
205. She is very good and today she is compiting in one of the biggest competitions in sweden today. 
      S/T  verb    adj                             S         verb 
 
206. She is up next.  
      S/T  verb 
 
207. The horeses takes of.  
 
 
208. She is quick and she takes the lead! 
      S/T verb  adj             S    verb    
 
209. She wins the race and she is so happy.  
        S/T  verb                           S  verb  adj 
 
210. At the price ceremony she got a big troffé and she think this is the best day of her life 
                     S/T                              verb                               S   verb 

 

Text 5, male author – girl as head character 

211. Once upon a time there was a girl who really like seeing movies.  
                T                                   verb   S                     adj.p 
 
212. Actually, it was kind of her life too seeing movies.  
                         T                          S                verb 
 
213. This girl was about 15 when she started to be addicted to movies.  
          S/T      verb    adj                       S      verb          adj.p 
 
214. Her name was Lisa.  
        S/T              verb   S 
 
215. Lisa used to love school but one day when she was sick and home from school she saw 13  
               S/T          verb                                                  S  verb  adj                                            S   verb 
 
movies!  
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216. Lisa couldn´t stop watching.  
         S/T               verb 
217. After that she never showed up in school again.  
              S/T                              verb 
 
218. Lisa died an early and tragical death because of obesity.  
        S/T  verb             
 
219. She died 19 years old in her caugh watching Brokeback Mountain.      
       S/T   verb    adj       
 

Text 6, male author – girl as head character 

220. She woke up at her hotelroom. 
       S /T  verb  
 
221. She could judge from the light that was shining throu the curtains that it was a beautiful day.  
        S/T    verb 
 
222. It was a huge sign outside who said “Madonna on stage today!”. 
 
 
223.  She smiled for herself and began with her daily exercise on the floor.  
        S/T   verb                                     verb           S          noun.p 
 
 
224. She had a great feeling today.  
        S/T verb      
 

 

Text 7, male author – girl as head character 

225. This story is about sara, sara is a little girl who always had a bad luck.  
                       T                               S  verb                      adj.p  
 
226. But when she was on a trip in sweden she was lucky, for a while... 
               S/T           verb                                        S   verb  adj 
 
227. Thats because when she use her last money for a triss lot. 
                 S/T                              verb   
  
228. when she came home she scrape the lot, and she won! 
          S/T             verb                       verb                         S   verb 
 
229.  sara could not believe what she saw, sara won one million swedish kr. 
          S/T       verb                               S   verb      S    verb   
 
230.  sara took the lot, run the fastest she could and when she should run over the crossing a car  
         S/T     verb              verb                        S   verb                    S          verb 
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smashed over her, and sara was dead.  
                                               S  verb   adj 
 
231. Like I said in the beginning of the story, sara was always unlucky...    
                         S/T                                                           verb                   adj 
 

 

 

Text 8, male author – girl as head character 

232. There was a girl in the age 17, she lives in USA and she´s going in high school.  
           T     verb     S     prep.p                S   verb                        S      verb    prep.p  
 
233. Her name was Amy Johnson.  
             S/T        verb      
 
234. There is a boy in her school she likes so much but haven´t dare to tell him.  
        S/T   verb  pred                          S  verb    adj                          verb                   obj 
 
235. One day she decided to tell him, there were a perfect day, the sun was shining, and the birds  
                S/T             verb                obj  
 
were singing.  
 
 
236. She asked the boy out for a date, he said yes!  
        S/T   verb    obj                                     S  verb 
 
237. they felled in love and lived happy ever after. 
        S /T   verb   prep.p          verb       adj.p 
 

 

Text 1, male author – boy as head character 

238. In Vietnam at 1959 there was a sniper in the U.S rangers called Tommy “The evil” Bundy.  

                      T                                                   S                                     verb  
 
239. This man was the worst guy in war.  
           S/T        verb       adj.p 
 
240. He had an avarage at hiting the target at 99%.  
       S/T  verb                          verb 
 
241. Many people told each other that he was send from hell.  
                      T                                               S   verb     advl.p              
 
242. But Tommy were from West Virginia and had allways been interested in gun´s.  
          S/T              verb                                                                      verb      adj.p 
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243. One day in Vietnam the U.S air craft send out naepalms all over vietnam and tommy was killed  
                                                                              T                                                                         S          verb 
 
by his own.  
 
 
244. After his dead he become a legend.  
                T              S          verb        pred 
 
245. He got many medals after his death but the best thing he got was the nickname “The Devil”.  
        S   verb                                                                                       s  verb 
 
The end.         
 

Text 2, male author – boy as head character 

Hi,  
 
246. Today was my first day in school.  
 
 
247. I were so nervous but I tried to hide it.  
     S/T  verb    adj.p               S     verb 
 
248. Everything went so good until I started to lie about my dad.  
                        T                               S                        verb 
 
249. I told my new class that we moved here because he got athe job as a chef for converse. 
     S/T verb                                                                              S  verb                   adj.p 
 
250. How could I be so stupid.  
          T                 S verb   adj 
 
251. What will happen if they found out that he works in one of converse fabrics and that we moved  
                                           T                                      S   verb 
 
here because that was the only job he could get.  
                                                                  S            verb 
 
252. Everyone will hate me... 
 
 
253. I have to tell the truth by my self before it is to late. 
       S/T     verb                                   
 
254. This was my chance to start a new life and I already messed it up.  
                                     T                                                   S                verb.p 
 
255. Bye/ kevin Jackson, the idiot!     
              T                 S             adj  
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Text 3, male author – boy as head character 

256. Once upon a time there was a man, he´s name was Donald Mchenrish.  
                       T                       S   verb                     S  
 
257. He was an originally Irish man who loved golf and whiskey more than anything else.  
         S  verb                  adj.p                          verb 
 
258. Donald were one of the greatest golf players in europe but the alcoholic were a problem, a big  
          S/T         verb                                          adj                  
 
problem.  
 
 
259. He earned a lot of money just because of his talent to play golf but Donald couldn´t handle the  
        S/T  verb            adj.p                                          S    noun     verb                 S             verb 
 
money so good.  
 
 
260. One day he crossed the line, he came to a big golf competition so drunk he barely could stand  
             S/T           verb                        S   verb                                                     adj       S                    verb   
 
on his feet.  
 
 
261. After that disaster he was kicked out from the word pga tour.  
                     T                     S       verb  
 
262. His life crashed after that and he died 63 years old.  
          S/T      verb                                  S    verb      adj.p 
 
263. A pretty good but also tragic life was end.        
 

 

Text 4, male author – boy as head character 

264. Once upon a time there was a very small boy, he´s name was Ronny. 
                                         T               adj.p                         S  verb       verb 
 
265. He had a very good talent in football and when he was 16 the greatest team in the world got  
         S/T verb        adj.p                                                       s verb  adj   
 
there eyesed opened for him, Liverpool FC.  
 
 
266. Liverpool traded him from Swedish club Hille IF.  
 
 
267. He was so happy that he took the next flight to Liverpool but on the way over to England the  
       S/T verb        adj              S  verb     
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airplane crashed in Denmark.   
 
 
The End  
 

 

Text 5, male author – boy as head character 

268. This summer was his best summer ever.  
          T/S                 verb     
 
269. His name is Tore.  
        S/T         verb 
 
270. He lives in Stockholm.  
       S/T  verb 
 
271. Tore have traveld a lot this summer.  
          S/T          verb 
 
272. He have been in USA for 2 weeks, in Miami.  
          S/T    verb  
 
273. All he did in Miami was laying on the beach and was swimming in the ocean.  
         T/S    verb                           verb                                    verb 
 
274. He got a great tan.  
        S/T verb     adj.p 
 
275. After the tripp to USA he went to Italy for one week.  
                       T                          S   verb 
 
276. He eat so much pizza because it was so good pizza.  
       S/T verb              
 
277. He liked it way more then american pizza.  
       S/T verb 
 
278. He also went to Rome to see a lot of great buildings.  
         S/T         verb   
 
279. Now Tore is back in Sweden, and he is back in school and the summer is over.    
              T/S       verb                                   S  verb  

 

Text 6, male author – boy as head character 

280. I love my life! 
     S/T verb 
 
281.This words above is the keywords for Rick.  
            S/T                    verb 
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282. He loves everything about his life.  
       S/T  verb 
 
283. An example of this is when he walked home from his football practice.  
                         T                                  S   verb 
 
284. He did about houndred summersaults on this two mile road home.  
       S/T verb    
 
285. He also sang the song  “I got life” about eight times.  
       S/T          verb 
 
286. Happy guy, right? 
         
 

 

Text 7, male author – boy as head character 

287. I put on my skiis and started skating against the lift.  
    S/T  verb                                           verb    
 
288. I heard someone say good luck to me as I cought the lift and slowly started to move.  
    S/T  verb                                                             S   verb 
 
289. I felt for the first time in a competition that it was for real.  
     S/T verb                                                  
 
290. At start I performed all my rutmes but somehow It felt so much bigger.  
           S/T             verb         
 
291. My trainer helped me on with my skiis again and I skated the short bit to the startpost for mens  
                                             T                                                  S  verb 
      
SL first run.  
 
 
292. I watched my friend with the number before me start.  
      S/T   verb       
 
293. It didn´t look so good and when he got to the worst part he fell.  
                        T                                           S  verb                               S verb 
 
294. I got even more nervous that before as I watched him crawl out of the track.  
   S/T  verb                     adj                                  S  verb               
 
295. Now I was the only swede left.  
          S/T   verb                                                
 
296. I took a deep breath as the start judge started to count me in.  
     S/T verb 
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297. as usual I throwed my self out in the track at four…   
                S/T        verb 

 

 

 

Text 8, male author – boy as head character 

298. Once there was a boy who, got in to an accident and he could´nt come to school.  
               T            verb    S                                                               S     verb 
 
299. The accident happend when this (little ugly) boy should destroy his old brothers brand new  
                                                     T                   adj.p       S        verb 
 
pants with the big yellow scissor as they have in the kitchen.  
 
 
300. But when he should do the first cut he missed the pants and cut of his his tumb at the other  
                    T/S         verb                              s      verb                             verb                 
 
hand.  
             
 
301. I think it was Gods will.  
 

2. Complete List of Structural Themes from the Texts 

But she, when she, suddenly she, after a few hours she, in the middle of her daydreaming she 

and you can almost say that she. I really, now I, after that I, after school I, then I, after 

practice I and when I. Philip, his mother, my girlfriend, but something went wrong, my 

girlfriend, once upon a time there, the frog jumped into her hands and looked in a strange 

way into Sabrina’s eyes, Sara, Sara, one day when Sara, Sara, slowly her family, the girl whos 

name is Sara, they look at him, Sara, Stacy, Stacy, Stacy, when the big day was here Stacy, 

Stacy, Stacy, Amanda and one day Norelle. One day when he, when he, today he, he just, so 

he, today he, and he started, last night he and my friend Andy is a funny guy and he. I also, I 

immediately, in seven years I, Hi, I, Al sens I, when I,  and I, a monster I once upon a time, 

now I, day past and I, when I, hello my name is Benny I and hello my name is John and but 

suddenly one day junior high’s football coach, who would have thought that my body, when 

Benny and the other boys, Benny, from now on Benny, hello, my name, after that my father, 

Philip, they look at him, the older boys always use, and suddenly one of the boy, Philip, Philip, 

and from that day Philip never, me and Simon, but the way, well, let me, we, once upon a 
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time there, Brody’s twin brother, but Brody, Brody, when Brody, when Brody just, Brody, after 

the dinner, and after a few says Brody's girlfriend, then Brody just, Brody, Adam, the boys 

name is Fredrik, Fredrik, slowly her family, this girl whos name is Sara, they look at him, but 

one day she, after that she never, but when she, her father had never and but suddenly 

strong Sam. I , and one day she, at the price ceremony she, that’s because when she, when 

she and one day she, Mary occurs four times, Lisa occurs three times, Sara occurs two times 

and Nicole one time. Once upon a time there, when Mary’s bones healed she, her name,  

once upon a time there, once upon a time in a house town there, I, but one day whane she it 

was the new boy which I totally, I, now I, once upon a time there was this girl, actually, it was 

kind of her life too, this girl, her name, Lisa used to, this story is about Sara, Like I said in the 

beginning of the story Sara, there and. these are, , then he, many people told each other that 

he, , what will happen if they found out that he, one day he, , all he, after the trip to USA he, 

once upon a time there was a very small boy, he, he also, an example of this is when he, he 

also, it didn’t look so good and when he and but when he. I occur alone ten times and 

together with other words five times, how could I, at start I, now I, my trainer helped me on 

with my skiis again and I, as usual I and this was my chance to start a new life and I already. 

Other themes used are, Dixon, Dixon her housband, hope Kevin, there, In Vietnam at 1959 

there was a sniper in the U.S rangers, this man, but Tommy, one day in Vietnam the U.S air 

craft send out naepalms all over vietnam and tommy, everything went so good until, 

bye/Kevin Jackson, once upon a time there was, Donald, Donald, his life, his name, Tore, now 

Tore, this words above, once there and the accident happend when this (little ugly) boy.  

 

3. Data From the analysis 

Here is the file from Excel presented used for processing of the data from the texts.  

 

line  Theme Verb subject Adj/Noun Verbtype Actor reciever head 
character 

Author Transitivity 

2 Me and 
Simon  

went male  dynamic   male female transitive 

3 He slipt male  dynamic   male female transitive 

 He walked male  dynamic   male female transitive 

 He broke male  dynamic   male female transitive 

4 By the way bought male  dynamic male female male female transitive 

5 I also bought male  dynamic male female male female transitive 
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5  dropped female  dynamic   male female transitive 

5  went female  dynamic   male female transitive 

6 Well have put male  dynamic male female male female transitive 

6  love male  stative male female male female transitive 

8 Hi, I am male Big Billy stative   male female intransitive 

8  calls neutral  stative neutral male male female transitive 

9 Al sens I was male  stative   male female intransitive 

9  have always 
been 

male pretty large 
for my age 

stative   male female intransitive 

10 When I went male  dynamic   male female transitive 

10  was male  stative   male female transitive 

11   male  A six year old 
can be that 
big” 

stative   male  female intransitive 

12 I was male different stative   male female intransitive 

13 I 
immediantly  

become male a target stative   male female intransitive 

14 In seven 
years i  

was teased male  stative neutral male male female intransitive 

15 I was 
punched 

male yellow and 
blue 

stative neutral male male female intransitive 

16 But suddenly 
one day 
junior high’s 
football 
coach 

asked male  stative male male male female transitive 

16  wanted to 
train 

male  stative   male female intransitive 

17 And I was male good really 
good 

stative   male female intransitive 

20 Who would 
have 
thought that 
my body 

made  male me to one of 
the most 
popular guys 
in the hole 
school 

stative   male female intransitive 

21 I became male invincible stative   male female intransitive 

21  forgot male  stative   male female intransitive 

22 I was 
transformed 

male a monster stative   male female intransitive 

23 A monster I 
once upon a 
time  

hated male  stative   male female intransitive 

24 Hello, my 
name is 
Benny, I 

am male five stative   male female intransitive 

27 He loved to male  stative   male female intransitive 

28 When Benny 
and the 
other boys  

started to 
play 

male  dynamic   male female transitive 
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28  came male a bigger boy dynamic   male female transitive 

28  was male huge, angry 
and uggley 

stative   male female intransitive 

30 I want male  dynamic   male female transitive 

31 Benny felt male the anger and 
fearness 

stative   male female intransitive 

31  was going 
to give 

 male   dynamic male male male female transitive 

32 He jumped and 
punched  

male  dynamic male male male female transitive 

32  was defited male  stative   male female intransitive 

33 From now 
on Benny 

was male the king stative   male female intransitive 

34 Hello, my 
name  

is male  stative   male female intransitive 

35 I am male 17 years old stative   male female intransitive 

36 I am male 1,83 
centimeter 
long 

stative   male female intransitive 

37 I  live male  stative   male female intransitive 

38 Now I will tell male  dynamic   male female transitive 

40 I get dressed 
and take 

male  dynamic   male female transitive 

42 Day past and 
I 

went male  dynamic   male female intransitive 

43 I took male  dynamic   male female transitive 

44 I lookt male  stative   male female intransitive 

44  told female  dynamic female male male female transitive 

45 After that 
my father 

drived male  stative male male male female intransitive 

46 When I come male  dynamic   male female intransitive 

46  sat male  stative   male female intransitive 

46  was male tired stative   male female intransitive 

46  went male  dynamic   male female intransitive 

47 Philip was male a little boy stative   male female intransitive 

48 He loved to 
dance 

male  stative   male female intransitive 

49 One day 
when he  

was male  stative   male female intransitive 

49 He saw male  dynamic   male female transitive 

50 They look at 
him 

felt male  stative male male male female intransitive 

51 Philip  started to 
be scared 

male scared stative   male female intransitive 

52 The older 
boys always 
use 

to bulled male  stative male male male female intransitive 

52  know male  stative   male female intransitive 
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53 He keep 
walking 

male  dynamic   male female intransitive 

54 He walked male  dynamic   male female intransitive 

55 And 
suddenly 
one of the 
boy 

shout  male what a geek 
you are Philip 

stative male male male female intransitive 

57 Philip  started to 
cry and run 

male  dynamic   male female intransitive 

58 When he came in male  dynamic   male female intransitive 

59 I quit male  dynamic   male female intransitive 

59 I quit male  dynamic   male female intransitive 

59 Philip say male  dynamic   male female transitive 

60 And from 
that day 
Phipin never 

dancde male  stative   male female intransitive 

61 He refused to 
walk 

male  dynamic   male female intransitive 

62 He just wouldn't male  stative   male female intransitive 

63 He  had 
condemnd 

male  stative   male female intransitive 

64 He hated male  stative   male female intransitive 

65 He didn't 
wanted to 
go 

male  stative   male female intransitive 

66 He  didn't 
wanted to 
sit 

male captured stative   male female intransitive 

68 He was the 
sadiest 

male sixyear old stative   male female intransitive 

69 He had not 
slept a wink 
having  

male  stative   male female intransitive 

70 His mother took female  dynamic female male male female transitive 

70  draged female  dynamic female male male female transitive 

71 Hi, my name 
is Jon and i 

died male  stative   male female intransitive 

72 Let me  tell male  dynamic   male female transitive 

73 I was getting male so tired stative male female male female transitive 

74 I  felt male  stative   male female intransitive 

74  break up male  dynamic male female male female transitive 

75 My friend 
Andy is a 
funny guy 
and he 

hated male  stative male female male female transitive 

76 So he told  male  dynamic male male male female transitive 

76  should pull 
a prank 

male  dynamic male female male female transitive 

77 He pretended male a kidnapper dynamic   male female intransitive 
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77  told male  dynamic male female male female transitive 

78 We  knew male  stative   male female intransitive 

78  wouldn't be 
able to pay 

female  stative   male female intransitive 

78   disappear male  stative   male female intransitive 

79 But 
something 
went wrong 
and she 

called female  dynamic   male female transitive 

81 I died male  stative   male female intransitive 

82 My girlfriend called female  dynamic   male female transitive 

82 I am male dead stative   male female intransitive 

83 I hated male  stative male female male female transitive 

84 Once upon a 
time there 

was  male a boy or two 
boys, they 
were twins 

stative   male female intransitive 

86 Brody's 
twinbrother  

was male quarterback 
and very 
popular 

stative   male female intransitive 

87 But Brody was male quiet, not as 
handsome 

stative   male female intransitive 

87  was male  stative   male female intransitive 

88 Brody wanted to 
be 

male  stative   male female intransitive 

88  wish male  stative   male female intransitive 

89 When Brody comes male  stative   male female intransitive 

89  talk male  dynamic   male female transitive 

90 When Brody 
just 

sat male  stative   male female intransitive 

90  hated male  stative   male female intransitive 

91 Brody got male  stative   male female intransitive 

91   female pretty  stative   male female intransitive 

91  cared male  stative male female male female transitive 

91  would meet female  dynamic   male female transitive 

92 After the 
dinner 

comes male  dynamic   male female intransitive 

92  was 
involved 

female  dynamic   male female transitive 

93 And after a 
few says 
Brody's 
girlfriend 

became  male  dynamic   male female transitive 

94 Then Brody 
just 

lost  male  stative   male female intransitive 

95 The next day 
when 
Brody's 
mother 

came to 
wake 

male  dynamic female male male female transitive 

95  hang male  dynamic   male female intransitive 
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96 Brody couldn't be male  stative   male female intransitive 

98 I really have female  stative   female female intransitive 

99 Today he hit male  dynamic male male female female transitive 

100 I  don't think female  stative   female female intransitive 

100 Adam will get over  male  stative male female female female transitive 

100  don't need 
to hit 

male  dynamic male male female female transitive 

101 I think female  stative   female female intransitive 

101  need to 
speak 

female  stative female male female female transitive 

101  don't want 
to 

female  stative   female female intransitive 

101  guess female  stative   female female intransitive 

101  need to 
speak 

female  dynamic female male female female transitive 

101  say female  dynamic   female female transitive 

102 I am female afraid stative   female female intransitive 

102  will hit male  dynamic male male female female transitive 

103 I guess female  stative   female female intransitive 

103  will see female  stative   female female intransitive 

104 Once upon a 
time there 

was female  stative   female female intransitive 

105 She  was   female rich stative   female female intransitive 

105  got female beauty and 
her long 
blond hair 

stative   female female intransitive 

106 But she  did not feel female  stative   female female intransitive 

106  was female the happiest stative   female female intransitive 

107 She  missed  female  stative   female female intransitive 

108 She  decided to 
take a walk 

female  stative   female female intransitive 

108  dreaming female  stative   female female intransitive 

109 In the 
middle of 
her 
daydreaming 
she 

heard female  stative   female female intransitive 

110 She  moved female  dynamic   female female intransitive 

110  had ever 
seen 

female  stative   female female intransitive 

111 The frog 
jumped into 
her ands and 
looked in a 
strange way 
into sabrinas 
eyes 

pulls, kisses female  dynamic   female female transitive 

112 There he was male the boy of her stative   female female transitive 
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dream 

114 I am female 17 years old stative   female female intransitive 

115 I am female about 1.67 
centimeter 
long 

stative   female female intransitive 

116 I live female  stative   female female intransitive 

117 Now I will tell female  dynamic   female female transitive 

119 I get up, take female  dynamic   female female intransitive 

120 After that I eat female  dynamic   female female intransitive 

120  am finish female  stative   female female intransitive 

120  get ready female  stative   female female intransitive 

121 In school I 
always  

do  female  dynamic   female female intransitive 

122 I am female one of the 
best 

stative   female female intransitive 

123 After school 
I 

get, do female  dynamic   female female intransitive 

124 Then I get dressed female  dynamic   female female intransitive 

125 I  ride female  dynamic   female female transitive 

125  is male  dynamic   female female intransitive 

126 After 
practice I 

take female  dynamic   female female intransitive 

127 When I  am finish female  stative   female female intransitive 

127  look  female  stative   female female transitive 

127  got female  dynamic   female female transitive 

128 Sara is  female 15 years old stative   female female intransitive 

128  is  female in love stative female male female female transitive 

129 The boys 
name is 
Fredrik 

is male a football 
player 

stative   female female intransitive 

130 Fredrik  is male 20 years old stative   female female intransitive 

131 Sara doesn't see female  stative   female female intransitive 

133 One day 
when Sara 

was going 
to meet 

female  dynamic female male female female transitive 

133  seems male very strange stative   female female intransitive 

134 She  asked female  dynamic female male female female transitive 

135 And he 
started  

to tell male  dynamic male female female female transitive 

136 Last night he got  male  stative male male female female intransitive 

137 He  had telled male  dynamic male male female female transitive 

137  never can 
see 

male  dynamic male female female female transitive 

138 Sara started to 
cry 

female  stative   female female intransitive 

138  run away female  dynamic   female female intransitive 

139 From that 
day Fredrik 
and Sara 

seems F/M  stative   female female intransitive 
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never  

140 I am going to 
tell 

female  dynamic   female female transitive 

141 You can 
almost say 
that she 

had female everything stative   female female intransitive 

141  needed female  stative   female female intransitive 

141   male wonderful 
boyfriend 

stative   female female intransitive 

143 Slowly her 
family  

becomes neutral a normal 
moneymaking 
family 

stative   female female intransitive 

145 This girl 
whos name 
is Sara 

gets  panic stative   female female intransitive 

145  tells male  dynamic male female female female intransitive 

146 They look at 
him 

moved neutral  dynamic   female female intransitive 

146 Sara see female  stative   female female intransitive 

146  meets female  dynamic female male female female transitive 

147 Stacy was female 15 years old stative   female female intransitive 

147  loved female  stative   female female intransitive 

148 She  was  female one of the 
better dancer 

stative   female female intransitive 

149 Her father 
had never  

approved male  dynamic   female female transitive 

149  dancing female  dynamic   female female intransitive 

149  was thrilled male  stative   female female intransitive 

150 Stacy was going 
to dance 

female  dynamic   female female intransitive 

151 Stacy had practice female  dynamic   female female intransitive 

152 When the 
big day was 
here stacy 

was female confident stative   female female intransitive 

152  knew female  stative   female female intransitive 

152  would 
forget 

female  stative   female female intransitive 

153 When she  was female  stative   female female intransitive 

153  herd female  stative   female female intransitive 

154 Stacy  took female  dynamic   female female intransitive 

155 Stacy was female dead stative   female female intransitive 

156 She  had fell female  dynamic   female female intransitive 

156  broke female  stative   female female intransitive 

159 Amanda  has been 
waiting 

female  stative   female female intransitive 

159  don't know female  stative   female female intransitive 

159  want's female  stative   female female intransitive 

160 Amanda and have been F/M together stative   female female intransitive 
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Tom 

160  has always 
been 

female the prince of 
her dreams 

stative female male female female transitive 

161 He  has always 
maked 

male  dynamic male female female female transitive 

161  change female  inside her stative   female female intransitive 

162 She  doesn't feel female  stative   female female intransitive 

162  see female  dynamic female male female female transitive 

163 She  can't call of female  stative   female female intransitive 

164 But she  can't live female  stative female male female female intransitive 

164  doesn't love female  stative female male female female intransitive 

165 One day 
Norelle 

was, picked female  dynamic   female female transitive 

166 Suddenly 
she 

heard female  stative   female female intransitive 

167 She  had female panic stative   female female intransitive 

167  tryed to run female  dynamic   female female intransitive 

169 She  felt female  stative   female female intransitive 

169  couldn't 
breth 

female  stative   female female intransitive 

170 She  tried female  stative   female female intransitive 

170  was to neutral swollen stative   female female intransitive 

171 But suddenly 
strong Sam 

camed male strong Sam dynamic   female female intransitive 

172 He took, ran male  dynamic male female female female transitive 

173 After a few 
hours she 

was, could female  stative   female female intransitive 

174 Norelle and 
Strong Sam 

became F/M best friends dynamic   female female transitive 

174   F/M they was 
husband and 
wife 

dynamic   female female transitive 

175 Once upon a 
time in a 
house town 
there  

lived female  dynamic   female male intransitive 

176 Mary was female 67 years old stative   female male intransitive 

176  called female witney stative   female male intransitive 

177 Mary had been female single  stative   female male intransitive 

177  found female  dynamic   female male transitive 

178 He was called male  stative   female male intransitive 

178  was male a very rich 
man 

stative   female male intransitive 

179 Dixon had played male  dynamic   female male intransitive 

181 Mary  had female  stative   female male intransitive 

181  had female  stative   female male intransitive 

182 But one day 
whane she 

was  female  dynamic   female male intransitive 
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182  crashed female  dynamic   female male transitive 

182  get female very badley 
hurt 

stative   female male intransitive 

183 She  broke female  stative   female male intransitive 

184 Mary had female very bad luck stative   female male intransitive 

185 Dixon her 
housband  

was male very sad stative   female male intransitive 

185  hered male  stative   female male intransitive 

185  becomed male very confused stative   female male intransitive 

186 The day 
after he 

went, 
bought 

male  dynamic male female female male transitive 

187 When 
Mary's 
bones 
healed she 

drove female  dynamic   female male transitive 

187  drove female  dynamic   female male transitive 

190 I  thought female  stative   female male intransitive 

191 It was the 
new boy 
which I 
totally 

forgot female  stative   female male intransitive 

192 He walked male  dynamic   female male transitive 

192  introduced male  dynamic   female male transitive 

193 I thought female  stative   female male intransitive 

193  was male handsome stative   female male intransitive 

193  looked, had male a bad attitude stative   female male intransitive 

194 He told  male  dynamic   female male transitive 

194  moved male  dynamic   female male intransitive 

194  got male a chef for 
converse 

stative   female male intransitive 

195 Then he must be male very rich stative   female male intransitive 

197 Now I have to do female  stative   female male intransitive 

198 Hope Kevin is better male  stative   female male intransitive 

199 Once upon a 
time there 
was this girl 

couldn't 
come 

female  stative   female male intransitive 

199  was female afraid stative   female male intransitive 

200 But one day 
she  

met female  dynamic   female male transitive 

200   male wonderful 
boy 

stative   female male intransitive 

201 He  make male  dynamic male female female male transitive 

201  smile, 
believe 

female  stative   female male intransitive 

202 And one day 
she 

went female  dynamic   female male intransitive 

202  wasn't  female afraid stative   female male intransitive 

203 She  was female so happy stative   female male intransitive 
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203  run, kissed female  dynamic female male female male transitive 

204 Nicole is compiting female  dynamic   female male intransitive 

205 She  is  female very good stative   female male intransitive 

205  is compiting female  dynamic   female male intransitive 

206 She  is  female  stative   female male intransitive 

208 She  is  female quick stative   female male intransitive 

208  takes female  dynamic   female male intransitive 

209 She  wins  female  dynamic   female male intransitive 

209  is female so happy stative   female male intransitive 

210 At the price 
ceremony 
she 

got female  stative   female male intransitive 

210  think female  stative   female male intransitive 

211 Once upon a 
time there 

was female really like 
seeing movies 

stative   female male intransitive 

212 Actually, it 
was kind of 
her life too 

seeing female  stative   female male intransitive 

213 This girl  was  female abougt 15 stative   female male intransitive 

213  started  female to be 
addicted 

stative   female male intransitive 

214 Her name was female  stative   female male intransitive 

215 Lisa used to loved female  stative   female male intransitive 

215  was female sick stative   female male intransitive 

215  saw female  stative   female male intransitive 

216 Lisa  couldn't 
stop 
watching 

female  stative   female male intransitive 

217 After that 
she never 

showed up female  stative   female male intransitive 

218 Lisa  died female  stative   female male intransitive 

219 She  died female 19 years old stative   female male intransitive 

220 She  woke female  stative   female male intransitive 

221 She  could judge female  dynamic   female male intransitive 

223 She  smiled  female  stative   female male intransitive 

223  began female daily exercise dynamic   female male intransitive 

224 She  had female  stative   female male intransitive 

225 This story is 
about Sara, 
sara 

is  female a little girl 
who always 
have bad luck 

stative   female male intransitive 

226 But when 
she  

was female  stative   female male intransitive 

226  was female lucky stative   female male intransitive 

227 Thats 
because 
when she  

use female  dynamic   female male intransitive 

228 When she  came female  dynamic   female male intransitive 
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228  scrape, won female  dynamic   female male intransitive 

229 Sara  could not 
believe 

female  stative   female male intransitive 

229  saw female  stative   female male intransitive 

229  won female  stative   female male intransitive 

230 Sara  took  female  dynamic   female male transitive 

230  run the 
fastest she 
could 

female  dynamic   female male intransitive 

230  should run 
over 

female  dynamic   female male intransitive 

230  was female dead stative   female male intransitive 

231 Like I said in 
the 
beginning of 
the story, 
sara  

was female unlucky stative   female male intransitive 

232 There was female the age 17 stative   female male intransitive 

232  lives  female  stative   female male intransitive 

232  is going  female in high school stative   female male intransitive 

233 Her name was  female  stative   female male intransitive 

234 There is male  stative   female male intransitive 

234  likes female so much stative   female male intransitive 

234  heven't 
dare to tell 

female  stative female male female male transitive 

235 One day she decided to 
tell 

female  dynamic female male female male transitive 

236 She  asked female  dynamic female male female male transitive 

236  said male  dynamic   female male transitive 

237 they  felled neutral in love dynamic   female male transitive 

237  lived neutral happy ever 
after 

stative   female male intransitive 

238 In Vietnam 
at 1959 
there was a 
sniper in the 
U.S rangers  

called male  stative   male male intransitive 

239 This man was male the worst guy 
in war 

stative   male male intransitive 

240 He  had male  stative   male male intransitive 

240  hiting male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

241 Many 
people told 
each other 
that he  

was male send from 
hell 

stative   male male intransitive 

242 But Tommy were male  stative   male male intransitive 

242  been male interested in 
guns 

stative   male male intransitive 
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243 One day in 
Vietnam the 
U.S air craft 
send out 
naepalms all 
over 
vietnam and 
tommy 

was killed male  stative   male male intransitive 

244 After his 
dead he 

become male a legend stative   male male intransitive 

245 He  got male  stative   male male intransitive 

245  got  male  stative   male male intransitive 

247 I were male so nervous stative   male male intransitive 

247  tried to hide male  stative   male male intransitive 

248 Everything 
went so 
good until  

srarted male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

249 I told  male  dynamic   male male transitive 

249  got male job as a chef 
for converse 

stative   male male intransitive 

250 How could I be male so stupid stative   male male intransitive 

251 What will 
happen if 
they found 
out that he  

works male  stative   male male intransitive 

251  could get male  stative   male male intransitive 

253 I have to tell male  stative   male male intransitive 

254 This was my 
chance to 
start a new 
life and I 
already 

messed it 
up 

male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

255 Bye/ kevin 
Jackson 

 male the idiot stative   male male intransitive 

256 Once upon a 
time there 

was male  stative   male male intransitive 

256  was male  stative   male male intransitive 

257 He  was male an originally 
Irish man 

stative   male male intransitive 

257  loved male  stative   male male intransitive 

258 Donald were male one of the 
greatest golf 
players in 
europé 

stative   male male intransitive 

259 He  earned male a lot of 
money 

dynamic   male male intransitive 

259  play male talent stative   male male intransitive 

259 Donald  couldn't 
handle 

male  dynamic   male male intransitive 
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260 One day he crossed male  stative   male male transitive 

260  came  male so drunk dynamic   male male intransitive 

260  could stand male  stative   male male intransitive 

262 After that 
disaster he 

was kicked male  stative   male male intransitive 

263 His life crashed male  stative   male male intransitive 

263  died  male 63 years old stative   male male intransitive 

264 Once upon a 
time there 
was a very 
small boy, 
he 

was male a very small stative   male male intransitive 

265 He  had male a very good 
talent 

stative   male male intransitive 

265  was male 16 stative   male male intransitive 

267 He was male so happy stative   male male intransitive 

267  took male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

268 This summer was neutral  stative   male male intransitive 

269 His name is  male  stative   male male intransitive 

270 He lives  male  stative   male male intransitive 

271 Tore have traveld male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

272 He  have been male  stative   male male intransitive 

273 All he did male  stative   male male intransitive 

273  laying  male  stative   male male intransitive 

273  was 
swimming 

male    dynamic   male male intransitive 

274 He got male a great tan stative   male male intransitive 

275 After the trip 
ti USA he 

went male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

276 He  eat  male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

277 He  liked  male  stative   male male intransitive 

278 He also went  male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

279 Now Tore is back male  stative   male male intransitive 

279  is back male  stative   male male intransitive 

280 I  love male  stative   male male intransitive 

281 This words 
above 

is  male  stative   male male intransitive 

282 He loves male  stative   male male intransitive 

283 An example 
of this is 
when he  

walked male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

284 He did male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

285 He also sang male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

287 I put male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

287  skatingg male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

288 I heard male  stative   male male intransitive 

288  cought male  dynamic   male male transitive 
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289 I felt male  stative   male male intransitive 

290 At start I performed male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

291 My trainer 
helped me 
on with my 
skiis again 
and I 

skated male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

292 I watched male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

293 . It didn´t 
look so good 
and when he  

got male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

293  felled male  dynamic   male male Intransitive 

294 I got male nervous stative   male male intransitive 

294  watched male  stative   male male intransitive 

295 Now I was male  stative   male male intransitive 

296 I took male  stative   male male intransitive 

297 As usual I throwed male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

298 Once there was male  stative   male male intransitive 

298  couldn't 
come 

male  stative   male male intransitive 

299 The accident 
happend 
when this 
(little ugly) 
boy  

should 
destroy 

male little ugly stative   male male intransitive 

300 But when he should do male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

300  missed  male  dynamic   male male intransitive 

300  cut  male  dynamic   male male transitive 

 

 

4. Extracts from the Education Act 

Ch. 1. General Provisions Education for children and young persons 

S. 1 The state provides education for children and young persons in the form of pre-school 

classes, compulsory comprehensive and upper secondary school and certain equivalent 

forms of school, that is special schools principally for pupils with impaired hearing/vision and 

speech disabilities, schools for the mentally disabled and Sami schools. 

The activities within the national adult education system shall be structured in accordance 

with fundamental democratic values. Each and every person who is active within that school 

system shall promote respect for the intrinsic value of every human being and for our 

common environment. 

Persons active within the school system shall in particular 
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1. promote equality between the genders and 

2. actively counteract all forms of insulting treatment such as bullying or racist behaviour. 

Law (1997:1212). 

 

5. Extracts from the National Curriculum  

1.1 FUNDAMENTAL VALUES 

Democracy forms the basis of the national school system. The Education Act (1985:1100) 

stipulates that all school activity shall be carried out in accordance with fundamental 

democratic values and that each and everyone working in the school shall encourage respect 

for the intrinsic value of each person as well as for the environment we all share (Chapter 1, 

§2 and §9). 

The school has the important task of imparting, instilling and forming in pupils those values 

on which our society is based. The inviolability of human life, individual freedom and 

integrity, theequal value of all people, equality between women and men and solidarity with 

the weak and vulnerable are all values that the school shall represent and impart. Objectivity 

and comprehensiveness as well as being open to different ideas and encouraging their 

expression, the school shall also emphasise the importance of forming personal standpoints 

and provide pupils with opportunities for doing this. Education shall be objective and 

encompass a range of different approaches. When values are presented, their source and 

status should always be made explicit. All who work in the school shall, however, always 

uphold the fundamental values that are stated in the Education Act and in this curriculum, 

and shall very clearly disassociate themselves from anything that conflicts with these values. 

 

 

 


